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on ECSC financial aid, under Article 55 (2c) 
.of the ECSG Treaty, for a research programme on 
"B!,.tASI'~NACE TECHNOLOOY" 
~. f:l!l',ROJ>Y9/'I,P! 
Tho two Llain factors which are influencing the trend of applied 
research ~~ olast•furnace technology are the cost and availability of 
en!Olrgy so'I,U'ces ~·lhieh c.an be used for blast furnaces. 
The ~ca:rcity and risiJl€ cost of blast-furnace coke together with the 
situation in the hydrocarbons sector are causing blast~urnace operators 
to reconsider the whole probl~l of energy for iron-ore reduction. 
ThG proposed re$earch topics include the following problem areas: 
(1) Study of reaction kinetics in blast furnaces in the temperature 
range of 950...1150 °C ( P 1 02). 
{2) Study of the optimization of the properties of briquettes for 
use in blast furnaces (P 135). 
(3) Study of the behaviour of refractory substances in blast furnace 
runners (P 129)~ 
:1;!., -~£!tEl~ ,1\!I~i,~ ~ :r'~fJ\OP~ RESEl~I~,ql! 
1. }:nfl.'g.ence of h;t:dr$en, on the r~dlt,Ci!¥£ . .P~,Eavi,our of irqn ,oxid.~ 
?:ti ,a}liS'h, tera;eercrjiure ,,i,r, the ;eresepce of r~ac~ive q,o~ 
The ol?ject of the resea:t'lch is to investigate core closely the phencmena 
which occur in blast furna.ces at teraperatures between 950 and 1150°C. This 
tempera~ure rm1.ge has been poorly eXplored in theory. It is the range in 
. . . •' 
which coke gasification and wustite reduction take place. 
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~eliminary research has shown that ~ rise in the ~opo~ion of 
hy~~n tn the bla.st..,.f'U.Xlna.oe ga.s grea.t~y increases the kinetics of the 
pPOO~I!Is of direct it'eduction in the furnace. What now has to be established' 
·~!iii whether tbia effect is observed when various types of ooke a.nd various 
. .. ""' 
ores are used. It is planned to inject proportions of hydrogen of up to 
2o% (remainder CO· a.nd N2). · The tests wiil be carried out in a test furna.oe4 
;tt is expected to obtain batter knowledge of the reactive process in the 
well of the fur~ce. The results should provide a theoret:J.ca.J,. basis for 
. ' ' 
l,a,rge-scale us~· ·tn blast furnaces of hydrogen( generated w.l. th the aid of 
cheaper nuclear ~nergy). The results are nat~ally of particular inte~est 
to those Canmunity countries which do not have large supplies of fossil 
fuel~ a.t their disposal~ 
!n 4dd.ition to the constrt;lCtion of larg~- coking pl~ts, the 'U.Se of 
oontinuoua oo~rod~tion processes will become increa.s:J.~ly ~portant 
·~ ~ega.fds eneriY for blast furnaces • 
Th~:re ;l.s no nee4 to underline the advantages wfl::l,ch e:qsue frQ'll ii:P.e 
J'e~d;y ~varilab;l.lity of ra.w ~ate;rial. The briq-qettes which are to be used 
in tl\e prpposed research WilJ. be prQduoed by the ANOIT method. Brtquettea 
pr~oed by this method ar~ ~t prese~t the only type ava~la.ble i~· quaht~ti~s 
s~te.b;J.e for indust.ria~ use. 
In t~e period 197~1973 this type of briql.lette was tes:ted ilt .small 
. ' 
qu.a.n1tt~es in tout' different blast furnaces. On t}+e one hanq the testtJ 
shqwed, that the meoJ::u:mioal :propertiee of the briquettes were very l:lat~e ... 
f~otcrr• 0p tl:le O'f;her hMd, the ·p~rmeability inde~ declined in flVer:y 
o•se, pro'bal,>ly oWing -~<1> the faot that :th~ bttiquette is less ·;poro,W •. 
Conse~ently, the apject of the proposed·research project is as 
toll om:~:-
""' t9 deterltline the opt.imun shape for 'briquettes; 
.., to opt!mi~e the ;p11oduot fran the point of view of abrasion and 
poros~ty .. 
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Three different coke grades are to be used. Tes-ting should last 
3~ weeks in each case. It is planned to use one of Thy M.arcinelle et 
. . 
Monceau's blast furnaces with a. hearth d.icm1eter of 5.3 m. A total of 
251 000 t of briquettes will be involved. · 
The degree of automation and mech.a.liization in ol?.st furnaces is 
generally very high.. The drawing of the ore, sinter and coke frcm the 
bunkers, the charging process and the control of the air blast generally 
. ' 
take place without the use of human labour4 Exceptions are the operations 
effected in the casting bay and on the furnace platform for which no more 
than paxtial mechanization has been achieved so far. 
The object df the proposed re~earch is to subject refractory substances 
uoed in the ,bla.st-t'urna.ce runners to systa:1atic testing under the various 
essential structural conditions. It is hoped. in this way to arrive at 
longer furnace l:i.fe. This is desirabl~ not o'nly for economic reasons but 
aJ,so for er(.tonomio and. metallurgical reasons, a:nd to achieve prod~~ion ruJ;lS 
1vhich are as troublc-f11ee aSi possible. 
The tests will be conducted on a mock-up plant. By using an electro-
magnetic rw.mer it is possible to feed 5 t of pig iron to a circuit in ivhich 
Xurnace-runner sections are incorporated in a size ratio of 1:1. Flow rates 
of up to 500 t/h can be achieved. .llmong other things the tests shoul<;l show 
whether a mechanical leak ~d re---lining of the runners vdth refractories is 
more ttdvantageous than the prefabrication and replacement of all the runners. 
UI. OPINION OF r.rHE COOUTTEES OF EXPERTS 
........ T ..... fAT ·~·11 H :'llil-191 ., ••• 
After examination by the sub..ccrJmittees of experts and the Iron and 
Steel Technical Research Canmittaet it was decided to make this. a. top-o 
p~iority project and to propose it f'or :&:SC financial aid. 
. I 
' 
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Ref. Title of Project Duration Total BUrdget Financial Aid ! 
Years ~ 
.. ~~ 
~ AnlO'W:lt .. t . ! 
p 102 ~u~ of r~aotio~ ~ FF 522,000 60 ~ 313,200 ~ 
kinetics in blast 
furnaces in the 
temperatlfe range 
950..1150 c 
p 135 Optimization of the ~ FL 32,150,000 60 FL 19,290,000 
prope~ies of briq- t 
uettes for use in f blast filrlla-Ces 
' ~ 
' p 129 ~udy of the beha- 3 J!.! 11885,000 60 IM 1,131,0001 
~our of refract orl.es 
ip blast-furnace 
~era 
V. COIDLUS!ON 
,..,..._ 1 I H r 
The aim of t:P.e research on reaction kinetics (P 1 02) is to investigate 
th~ tlleoretical bases of the behaviour of a blast furnace when hydrogen ~s 
injepted in vast proportions. This technology will be of special interest 
to the Community countries which have little or no fossil fuels at their 
41aposal. 
Researob into the behaviour of refra~tories in furna.oC9 rt,m.ners (P 129) 
'-fil g~ared to actual operating conditions. The obj·eot of' the research ~s to 
increase the servioe life of the runners. In addition to its econ,anio 
adva.ntages this research is of ergoncr.1ic interest. 
~he use of briquettes in blast f·arnaces (P 135) has not yet been tested 
on a l~gc scale. The object of the research is to put the supply of ener~ 
t~ b~ast furnaces on a broader basis. The capital costs Qf a briquette 
plQJ'lt are only about 6Cf'/o of those of a conventio~al oold,:pg plant of the same 
pize. ~hermore, environmental problems are easier to cope with. 
,~, llnission rates are ccmpa.rable to those of a powe;r plant and are therefore 
rp.uoh. lowe» than those at a. coking plant. 
I 
i 
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The research ldll be carried out at the following establishments: 
p 102 
p 129 
p 135 
-
VD:E!h - BFI, DUsseldorf 
ARBED, Luxembourg 
The briquettes will be produced at the Esch~ieilcr-Bergbau-Verein, and 
the blast-furnace testing conducted at Thy~.~arcinelle et Monceauo 
Tho Commission of the European Communities proposes granting financial 
aid to the programme of research on blastt~otfurnace technology under Article 
55 (2c) of the ECSC Treaty. 
Tho f1mc.s required to cover the Commission's contribution to these 
three projects and to the costs of diss~ination of information and incid~ 
tal e.xpen1iture are estimatec. at 821 ,312 u.a. 
I' 
C<Md!SSION 
OF THE 
l!ltm.OPEf.N Coo.ruNITIES 
.... , t 4 I 
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1<1EMORANDUM 
on EC&: financial dd, 'Wlder Ar-ticle 55 ( 2c) 
of the EC SC Treaty, for a. research programme 
on "s:PEELWORKS RESEA..l=tCH" 
I. J:.J!!J1.9:PTJ?T,Iql{ 
The Steel,. Research Programme in the second train of research foil 1974 
;f.s made up of eleven research projects which are to cover the folloi·ling 
fialds: 
1. Co11tinuous casting - (P 038, P HY7 t P 118); 
2. lif.ectroslas remelting {ESR) - (P 049, P CY77, P 080); 
3. Automation - (P 115,. P 117); .. 
4o Refractories ~(PY, P 127, P 138)o 
In the field of continuous castine, two problem areas have been 
identified: 
(a.) the probl001 of controlling the flowrate with a,.n electranag.netio 
pouring device; 
(b) the problems of heat tranofer at the castine. 
In the field of electroslag remelting, detailed studies will be 
carried out on: 
(a) the structures in various operating modes; 
('P) the problems of the fusion phenamon; 
(Q) the composition of the slag. 
ln the field of autamationt one proposal concerns the electric a.ro 
I 
··. furna.ce and the ather the AOD converter. 
,, 
'i 
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Tho field of refroctories has only this year come within the scope of 
Community research. 
II. 
(a) In one particule.r case, different ladle linings will be investigated, 
in conjunction with various deoxidation tecllniques, for their Bt~ 
dards of purity in non~etallic inclusions. This research proposal 
couli equally well be i~corporat-ec'!. in the fielc. of pouring and 
solidification; 
(b) a fu....-rrther case oonoerns the oxygen converter; 
(c) the last oe,se of all is fairly generally concerned Hith the iron 
a.ncl steel industry's problems regardinc the rate at which pla.nt 
and 7essels can be raised to the uorking temperature. 
1. A,d.oJ?ti.op., of .eJ.,ect: .. o:n.a.~.e,li?. I:,O;tXr,i!Jli 
s.eY.i,c ... e .. s. t .. o..r-~c.op,j;j.JlY~-0;~\6:-c~s:t .. iE$. ;e,lapt,s, 
This rese:3-rch work 'Will. be curried out jointly by the .L\a.chen/Technische 
Hochschu.lc and the Bresoie. firm Innooe1iti Sa.ntensta.ochio SPA. 
It consists of SOUle theoretical scientffic development work, which will 
be performed in Aachen, and the practical testine of the process in an 
industrial contin~ous-boam-casting plant. 
The aim of the ~\achen end of the project is to test, and to optimize 
from experiments and theoretical exercises, a controlling, or re~ating 
device capable of being adopted for solving all po~ing or flowra.te.control 
problems. \rJhen the project has been oampletedt the aim will be to issue, 
on the basis of the results, same specifications for building such regulating 
plants for any given cross-section (blows or slabs). 
A prototype control devise will be tested in a 30 metric ton e:x:peri ... 
mental ingot continuous-casting plant concopitontly l'rl.th this development. 
Should tha trials have a successful outccme, the following benefits are 
o:x:peot ed: 
(a) \ath the need for regulating the stopper elioinated, no large 
la·under is necessary; 
J 
t' 
., ' 
,', \ 
(b) Dulti~apping casting presents no problems; 
( c} q:w;uttity control is straightforvarf'. 'because it stems fran varia..., 
tiona ~n electrical pa.rameterp only; 
(d.) the height of tho plant is less, the meniscus of the steel in 
the tundish is below the level of the meniscus of the casting 
in the mould; 
(e) the work~ng safety is enhanced because leaka.,3'e from the tundish 
due to a,n ill-fitting stopper has been rendered ir.lpossible; 
(:f') casting at a lower temperatura is metallurgically feasible; 
(g) moreover, the runner can be enclosed and put under a,n inert 
atmosphere, as and when necessary. 
Even existing continuous casting plants of other types could readily 
be equipped with such a regulating system. 
2. P!l~.7:zu_:i.nation or the,...£\i,..s,:trJb;~t~~:q,.<?f.. t!J..e.J.~.~lr rn.a~.e.'J;.i!¥-.. 
'll:,a.nsf,a;, p.o.!3!fJ:.oj.ep,t.e. :r,elf:.t.ipji .t.o. jh_a_ Fl.<tl.~. ~u;rin$ th.!, 
~.o!l.t.ipJl.O~fl.sliPAq'i!£E~.e.s,s_!.n.d, .d.,e:Q.$-i!J5. .o;f_a.._ .. ~!.t.,.h.<?,W.a_t J.c.a,l 
a~e}-.. ! ... 9...rJ!J..e, ,calo .. u;t.a.t.i.oE_ .. of.. jip,e .. ~.emper.a.~;tl}'e .a:p.P.. c,on.,c2,t1:: 
u:-~t ~pn, cp.am~.a~, ocpp:r,rf~ 19-t!JJp., th.e...!:io.W..<\ 
An appreciable percentage of the quantities of steel baing produced 
todat is already being made by the continuous-casti11g process. Throughout 
the world there are now 200 oontinuous-casting plants making slabs and 1, 200 
naking ingots. The casting steel enters a water-cooled mould fran abov~. 
Precise knowledge of the solidifying mode of the mol ten steel is of vito.l 
imporiance to the design of such plants, to tho throughput of the steel, 
an4 also to the'quality of the product. 
The subject of flow conditions has baan disregarded in the work on the 
190l.idifying mode that is to be found in the literature. 
The effect that these f'low oondit,tons exert on the material transfer 
a,t the pha.se bound.ary, and consequently on the concentration field and the 
upwardfil migration phenanena, is largely unexplored territory and ought to be 
flU'ther st'Q.died. in depth. In order to oanpreh~d the whole pll.enQllanon 
t~ing place in the mould, therefore, it is essential to link up the 
. ' 
·,.,, 
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solidificat:i.on phenanenon with the local convective material transfer 1ih.ich 
occurs at the ph~se bov.ndary and is affected by the floi:trate. 
The r::.ode of flow and the convectiva material tro.nsfer occurring_ between 
the liquid phase and the solid phase will be investigated in a scaled-down 
e.xperirJ ent • Air will be used ~s the flow medium and the material transfer 
will be simul<tted with sublimable subst~nces. The paremeters used ~~11 be 
the length and geometry of the mould, the di.':l.ensions of the cast steel and 
the speed of casting. Tha ultir:late ab is the devising of a canputer model 
that can portray the solidifying mode in the mould quantitatively. 
The continuous-casting technique involves heavy capital investment and 
operatins costs and its profitability is therefore dependent on the quality: 
of its product. The proposed refined cont inuous-oast ing-t echnique computer 
model offerc prospects of a mor3 accurate planning of new plants and an 
improvement i:1 quality. 
3. lnvestiga:tr..i.9-00. ,ints. the,_heat~t:r,a.n.s;fep Cf,O!lqtl:t -of th~ 
m.eta.l cast,i8f
1 
~e.n ,it i,s bein,) c,ontinU;OJlsl;;r cast' 
Research proposals P 107 and P 118 have been harmonized by the proposers 
and supplem8nt one another. Whereas proposal P 107 deals with the phenanena 
~~poul,c1. proposal P 118 is clirected towa,rds investigating the heat tran-
sfer mode at the casting after it has left the LlOuld. 
The aim of the research project is the same .3.s in th'e case of proposal 
P 107, i.e., the thermodynamic optimization of continuous-casting plants. 
A canputer model will be devised which will take account of the whole heat ... 
transfer econct1y of the continuous-casting plant and which will be applicable 
to all industrial continuous-casting plants. 
With this end in view, it is planned first of all to carry out laborator~ 
scale tria,ls to identify the hydraulic and also the thermodynamic characteris-
tics of spray nozzles. 
Subsequently, an investigation into the relevant heat...-transfer 
coefficients will be made along the entire length of the casting. 
'~ I 
Finally, tho results obtained will be put to the test in sc;me 
tndustrial plants, both ingot-casting plants and sla~asting plants. 
4. !n,~es,ttgtW<,ti,on,s ~,nt~ sol,iCi.ificati,Ol\ struc,tpr,e.s 
id th the ESR process 
... ' L N ......... 
Proposals P 049, P 011 and P 080 have boen ha.ri:l.onized as to their 
objective. The research should help to close the present technological 
gap in Etwope where the manufacture of large castings is concerned. 
The in .... works investigations llllder research proposal P 049 should yield 
~nformation on ma.crosegregation, primary-grain sise and the nature nnd dis,. 
t~~bution of the inclusions found with electroslag remelting. 
The investigations into prim~grain fol'Iilation will be carried out in 
reepeot of both heat-treatability and forgeability. 
The iteo of prime interest in the investigations into the distribution 
ef the inclusions will be the non-oxide in.clu~ions. 
5· Th!ior,etica.l apfl merir.1ep_tal inv~s~iga~,ions into the 
fss,ion
1 
:ghenan,Et,,n.op. f<?,U!l<\, with ~he, .e~,ectr,o!l~ r~eltl.!!ft 
{.E~} technig,u.~, 
,·. In the pl~ed investigation the heat flov-r in the top electroc1e t-Iill 
be studied w;i.th particular regard to the fusion phenanellOn. In this 
connection, a two--.dimensione.l differential equation for the heat conduction 
will be assumed. 
A particular objective in view is to be able to predict fran theory the 
sl\ape of the fusing tip of the electrode and the thickness and the speed. of 
f~ow of the fusion film. In the ESR process, the metal is grain-refined at 
the molten -metal/slag phase bollllda.ry. A kno\Jledge of the extent of this 
~eaotlon a.~~a. and of the thickness and spe~d of flow of the film is therefore 
Qf major ~1portance as regards the quantitative portrayal of the reaction 
~odes, 
Fina.lly, the results should contribute to optimizing the power con ... 
J~'Umed ~n the remelting process and thus to reducing the speoifio remelting 
~Otirl,s. 
-6-
6. fmt;i,pizat:l.,op • ..9J. the sJ ~ ,associ,ated wi~h, th_e 
electrosl~ remelt~n~.t~chpj.qu~ 
The main benefits accruing fror.1 the ESR project are: 
(a) a uniform solidification structure; 
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(b) purity of the metal as regards oxide inclusions; 
(c) the possibility of achieving a proper desulphuriza,tion of the 
metal. 
In contrast with their admirable grain-refining action and their good 
electrical conductivity, such slags have the disadvantage of a great 
affinity for hydroxyl ions, as a result of vJhich the raetal takes up 
hydrogen. 
This is one of the main problens in metallurgy which still hal:lper the 
m31lufacture of larger forgines. 
The chief aim of the research is to reduce the amount of. hydrogen 
taken up in the unfused met::d. In addition, the slag should absorb the 
oxide and sulphide inclusions to the greatest possible extent. The surface 
of the forgi:r~ must be smooth. 
The starting point in the test series wi~l consist ~f binary mixtures 
of Al 2o3 and Cao, to which other oxides vdll b~ystematically added~ 
Proposal P 115 provides for the continuance of research that has 
hitherto been carried out with success. Many of the results obtained in 
the research aco~plished to date are alrea~ being applied industrially. 
The research programme has been executed jointly by the Betriebsfor-
schungsiJ?-stitut (Operational Research Institute) of the VDEh, wher·e the 
first part of the research was carried out, _and BISR.A (Round Oak Steel Works 
Ltd.), where a research project with a similar objective had been scheduled. 
/ 
' I_ 
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It is planned to devise the following five computer programmes: 
(a.) Programme No., 1 will. deal with the problen of optimizing the 
power consuoed in the steelworks. 
{b) Programmo No. 2 is concerned with the distribution of the load 
betwefi}n the three arcs in the a.rc furnace. 
{c) Programme No. 3 provides for tho devising of a model for rTOrking 
the electrodes above the nanina.J, impedance-regulating values. 
(d) Programme No. 4 provides for improv-ing the programma for calcu-
lating alloying materials that was devised in the previous 
research programme, by introducing direct da.t~ranamission 
between the analytical laboratory and the process computer. 
(e) Programme No. 5 is the program1ne in vmich it is planned to 
correct not only the energy balance but also the alloying 
calculations continuously by evaluating data stored in the mag.. 
netic memory. Further work in this connection is directed 
towards the ccmputer-controlled oxygen supply and the conduct t>f 
\ 
tpe_slag metallurgy. 
Tho ultimate objective is to discovor the optimw conditions for 
operating an electric arc furnace, in respect of both the energy consumed 
~d the quantities of alloying materials used .. 
8. ~"JI,top~;tic, ~.ora.~._r .. ol of. ~f!.e A~~ (1\fz.on-~e,n-pec!irbu.,z:i,z.aj;_i.on) 
~rppef!~ 
The AOD converter is the third steel-producing facility, after the 
ele9tr~o-:-arc·.f.urna.oo and the LD.convertar, to have its'·autanation problems 
:p-qt forward for solution under an. :mc::c research p:rojoot. 
~idation with an a.rgon ... o.xygen mixture (AOD) in pb.ce of pure oxygen 
(~D, etco) has the advantage of a lower chrwium oxidation loss. This 
tec~que is therefore mostly applied to·the manufacture of alloy steels, 
'l':tle ratio of oxygen to argon is about 3 : 1 at the begi.r.Qling of t:P,e "blow'' 
~d about 1 ; 2 a,t, the end. _The :process ·is conducted stepwise a.:nd is· 
bas~d on the e.na.lysis and temperature of the char~e. 
-8- 612-1/III-B/74- E 
The opjective of tho research is first to obtain the required data 
continuously and then to subject ther.1 to ccynaoic-process updating. 
Fer this objective to be achieved, continuously operating measuring 
devices ·uill ha·:e to be installed and tested during tho initial stage. 
In the second stage a correlation between the afor~entioned data 
.. 
and the carbon content of the charge will then be established matheoatically 
or by comparative methods. · 
Finally, in the third stage, an experiuent will be perfonned on 
eyruunic control system, with the data automatically adjusting the actual 
gas ccruposition. 
The currently inevitable - and sornewhat leno~hy - pauses· duo to the 
stepwis~ operating mode for blow:i,ng would bo eli.11inated with the autmatic 
control of the oxidizing gas coc1position. This would mean the plant having 
an appreciably higher load factor. 
9. J:n.v .. e,s .. "!i_,.i~at;L.C?.ns ip.lo, the tJ'P,Eil.s-9/ .. n,o~--me;ta,.l,l,i.,c, jn.?J.;t\sj..<?.,n,s. }...ll, forf£i~s 
~_rsus. tp.e ,lad}. e •• l,ip.ip-£, 
Tho rcs.earch proposal has been harmonized not only with the work of 
the first and second "Casting a.nd solidification" programmes but also with 
the research projects starting up.on refractories. 
Under this research proposal, forgings of 20 to 50 metric tons will 
be examined as to the nature a.nd quantities of their non-metallic inclusions. 
Various ladle linings will be the first experimental parameters used. 
Tho choice of the refractoriQs has been harmonized( with the CRM (Liege) 
refractories programme now starting upo Studies will b:a carried out on: 
(i) a fireclay containing 55% Al1o3; 
(ii) a fireclay containing not less than 7ct/o Al2o3; 
(iil) chrome-magnesite fi=ebrioks. 
I'' 
,, ' 
' ' 
,, 
• 
As a.dditi®al parameters it is proposed to use various d~dation 
routes in Which either a vacuum treatment in a.ooordanoe with the Rij proaes~ 
or flushing with argon is planned as ~1oll as adcting the dcoxidant. 'l'he 
pro~osed routes are: 
(i) FeM:n., FeSi + .lU + vacum; 
(ii) SiM:n, FeMn + .. '\1 + vacuum; 
(iii) FeMn + vaou,un + FeSi + Al; 
(iv) FaM:n. + FoSi + Al + argon; 
(v) Sil!In + FeMn + Al + argon. 
The various techniques for the treatment of the molten steel in the 
' 
la41e offer forgings same sienifioant possibilities as regards h1proving 
their quality. Vacuum metallurg"J and argon...flushing techniques play an 
important part in these processes. 
10. ¥~?I"i;n& ~~11. ,ra,~~P~.i v,.e ,:C;rfJ-c.ers ,t,h,e, .ab;rasi.9,U 
!l}'lS;t,~c.d; p~ ,ref,:a.ctor;x: l!v~~ ip o:qg,e,n c,opc.ert,ers 
'l'he research will be pursued in three d.i.ffererrt directions. 
First, it will a~ a.t providing data on the repercussions of the 
properties of refractories on integrity in operation. By carrying 
out a. study of the abrasion mechanism in greater depth it should be 
~oss~ble to predetermine which materials are the best suited to which 
zones in the oonvertero 
Secondly, a study of the repercussions of the various steel-making 
teolmiques on the abrasion of tho refractories will be carried out in .. · 
greater depth. ~ this way the steelma.k:er should be enabled to choose 
wit~n hi~ given metallurgical aobit the manufacturing technique with the 
• t ~ ' ' • 
l~west abrasion. 
Thirdly, the optimum profile of the lining should be ascertained for 
va.ri®S facilities. The aim is to offset the different rates of abrasion 
found in the various zones in a converter by installing refractory materials 
ot ~fferent thicknesses and different grades. 
.IUl in all, the useful life of a converter lining should thereby 
'Qeo(llle ,a:ppreciably lengthened. 
'\ I 
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Reliab~e ~~d thoroughly proven radio~ctive measuring methods will 
be used for oo.rrying out the trials. Radioactive point sources ~dll be 
installe~ in thJ refractcry uaterial at varying depths from the surface in 
different sites in the converter. It will be possible to Jetect the 
nuclide in question in the ~olten steel when the abrasion has ree.ched a 
given value. In other instances an activated vdre will be embedded with 
the aim of deriving from the amount passing into solution the abrasion 
sustained per chartieo 
11. Determination of the maximwn rate at which refracto~ .....,.~ , ..,.,...,. a; ;I ••• 
lini~s in the,_i,r,,o,p •• a.~ R~.el ,:I-ndustry c,an be .broW,t 
~~ Jig. the, ~otki[lf?i tem~r~tur,e 
Many· refractory-lined facilities in the iron and steel industry have 
under:;0n:1 tr8'11e:1.c.ous capacity expansions over recent years. 
In the ste.::ll industry, submarine ladles holding 400 to 6GO net.ric tons, 
pig-iron mixers holding 21 500 metric tons and 400 metric ton T~onverters 
are no longer rarities today. In additiont there are the hi.g"n...-.r::e..pa:-.}ity 
soaking pits and. pusher-type furnaces that are tailored to presmit .. .O..ay 
rolling mill outputs. 
With auch capital ... intensive development, a high plant availability is 
naturall~· of even more importance than before. 
The enhancement of tho durability of the refractories has not invariably 
ref:!~ted in the desired extension of the useful life of the facilities. 
Considerable store is accordingly set by rapid repair techniques and ease 
of replaceability in the desien of the refractory lining. 
All thes0 'efforts not only e.t e:rJ1anci:rg the r:uaJ.ity of tho refractories 
.·but also on the design side are in ma.-:y :i!"lstances frust:;.'a"'.:ed by tne fa0t of 
. being obliged, in .the aosence of precise inforr.1ation on the stretE patterns 
. occurring not only in the individual bricks, but also in the b:c::ckwol•k bond, 
to take as long as possible to coma up to "the working tomperat\Jre. A 
submarine ladle wi'll accordi~gly r'Jillain out of action for ten days after 
. being re~inod. A pig-iron mixing vessel will need preheating for about 
. thirty days before being tr.J.ken back into service. Even so, th~re are same 
finns wh:ich will take such vessels back :into service again - albeit· at 
their own ris~ and peril after preheJ.ting for ten days. 
- 11 -
~he '~cseaDch proposal represents an att~pt to transpose the prc-
heatif.IS' neq;uirements fran tha rule of thwub to e:cientifica.lly fo'Q.nded 
, 
pr:L:nc!plea~ Experi::1ents ~'li.ll therefore be carriad out first on individual 
brioke. A testing prooedur~ nveds to be developed in which it will be 
;poss~ble to deduce t4;1e stress pattern by reference- to the temper'l.ture 
gradient. At a la.te1• sta.ge.thli! studies will be switched from inclividual 
bricks to briokl'lork bonds, to et:1bre..ce bricks mace of silica, firaolay, 
magnesite, bauxite, mullite and corunduo. Tha onset of cracking will be 
detected by son.ic emission analysis. 
The iron and steel industry's interest in such investigations is 
flta.nifest. The il'on and steel industry Will in no way, however, be the sole 
beneficiary of ~uoh research. 
After exa.'Jination by various oor:1inittees, including su.bca.unittees and 
tho Iron and steel Teolmica1 Resea:::-ch Canmittee, it was decided to make 
tpese toP-prior~ty projects and pro::;>ose thw for ECOO finanoil!l.1 aid. 
IV. 
. ~ Dnrati~n~ Total B.::t l Subje6t Title Financial Aid R~f. 
Yearo I ·• 
% Amount 
.1. Contin"lOU!"l cast:ilJA I .....,-c • ..., ....... .,.,..... .. ~'\,..(,.... 
' 
r 0~8tUse of eleot~~~eti- 3 IJit 69,360,000 60rit 41,616,000 ~C"~tlly controlled pour- I DM 450,000 6C DM 270,000 
j ng devices in oo:1tin .. 
r"''''"'-Q~ "+ ing plan·ts ... , .. ....,.,.. .. ,'";): o~r,J J. I P 107 jD:tctribution of the 3 11·1 522,900 60 1M 313,740 
,h,cc::::.. material tr:msfer 
I c oEJf:fic~ ~:.in·~ s at the 
1 
l"o"i~if'c~tion front in 
C':';ht::.~ ... unus cas":ing and 
th<-"" devising of a mathe-. 
f .r.n·t ical mo~el 
-. I P 1181 Invost igat i one into the 3 F.B e,ooo,ooo GO FB 4,800,000 f he~ t .... tram·fer econony of I t the meta,l cacting · ... !1 I .L ... _____ , ..... 
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Ref. Subject: :Title Duration Total Budget Financial Aid 
Years 
% .Amount 
2. :§lect,:r:_os.,.l2;~ rqu_~ ti11F.. 
p 049 Investigations into 2 FB 6,ooo,ooo 60 FB 3,6oo,ooo 
solidification structures 
with the E3R process 
p 077 Investigations into the 
fusion phenomenon 2 IN 2181250 60tiM 130,950 
' 
p 080 Optimization of the slag 2 IM 400,200 60 1M 240,120 
~ 
3" .Au.t oraat ion 
......,. ~ ' ...... 1 1 
p 115 Conceptual model for 2i- mr 1, 783,000 60 IM 1' 069,800 
optimizing the electric 
arc steel process 
P 1171Automa.tic control of the 2 £ 58,300 60 t 34,980 
JitO:> process 
4. Refractories 
5~ PY Investigations into the 3 p.J"'" 606,000 U.A. 333,300 
tYIJes of no~freta.llic 
inoluBions in forgings 
versus the ladle lining 
p 127 ~easurenents of abrasion 3 ~1 1 o, 200,000 60 Fl 6,120,000 
[in oxygen oonverte~s 
.. 
p 128 Detemina.tion of the 3 !fli 1,301,870 60 ll~ 781,122 
max:i.murJ rate at which 
rcfra.ctor.y linings in 
the iron and steel 
ind.ustr.y can be brought 
up to the working temp-
era.ture 
( 1) The ,Ca::unission suggGsts that the borrol'ler's own contribution should be 
45%. This is in line with what the Camuission has decided in similar 
instances where the otl1er contracting party is not in a member countr.y 
of the ECSC. 
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1 •. The· benefits expected to accrue_fram intro~ucing e+ectracagn~tic 
fl~w control into continuous"'''Casting plants are a high.e%' plant-load factor 
and g+-eater operating safety. This could also be regarded as be:i.ng a 
first step towards autroating these plants. 
2. Proposals P 107 and P 118 are p:rimarily concerned with the 
optimiz9.tion. of the thermody.namic problems inherent in the mould (P 107) 
and in. the casting (P 118). The. results of this work are expected to 
make it easier to pla.n, continuous-casting plr...nts and to operate them morE') 
efficiently. 
3. The proposals regarding alectroslag remelting cover not only the 
fields of structure and U:,t)ward.s migration but also the effects these 
ph~anena have on the forging process (P 049); the investigation of the 
fusion phona:Jenon with regard to an optimum energy economy (P 077) and the 
search for new less hygroscopic slags (P 080). Tho chief metallurgical 
problem at present in the meltingo:.d.own of lwge ESR ingots is the relativel;y 
hie;h hydrogen content of the meta.~. 
4. Proposal P 115 is aimed at optimizing .the energy consumption and 
the most economical usage of alloying additives. The results of programmes 
terming part of the first train of research a.re already being supplied 
industrially with success. Proposal P 117 is aimed at autcmating· the AOD 
process. The $ il!;l to switch fron1 the currtmt stepwise blotdng and 
various Ajo2 conditions to a continuous mode of blowing where the required 
Ajo2 ratio is continuously matched to the demands. 
5. Proposal PY lies, by virtue of its subject matter, betwean the 
f'~elds of "Casting and solidification" and "Refractories". In both ·fields 
it closes a technically important gap, namely, the area. of ladle metalllll'gy, 
whioh ha.s s0 far gone 'Ullheeded in 10000 research work. 
6. Proposals P 127 a.nd P 128 relate to top .. priority problems, the 
so].ving of which will have direct economic repercussions. ~llhere Proposal 
P 1~ is concerned, its interest fa.r transcends the iron and steel industry .. 
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The Co:unission of the European COillr.l.unities tharefore proposes 
granting the eleven recearch ?roposals financial aid under f~icle 55 (2c) 
of the EC SC Treaty. 
The NOJ."k uill be carried out by ·the following undertakings or esta.b-o 
l i sh:r:l ent s: 
P 038 - 1. VDEh - Technisohe Hochschu.lo, .liachen 
2. Innoc~1ti~Sru1tenstaochio, Brescia 
P 1 (J'{ - VDEh - Technisohe Hochsohule, Aachen 
P 045 - Cockerill, Seraing 
p (J'/7 ) )- V::)Eh - 1:a.x-Pla.ick-Institut fUr Eisenforschu:ng, DUsseldorf 
p oso ~ 
P 115 ... VDEh - Betriebsforschungsinstitut, DUsseldorf 
P 117 ... BISRA, Spartan Steel and .Alloys Ltd., London 
PY - :Metalurski Institut ttHasan Brkicn, Zenioa, Yugoslavia 
P 127 - ARBED, Lu.xe:1bourg 
P 12B - VDEh, DUsseldorf 
The funds required to cover the EX::SC contribution to the work and to 
the costs of the dissemination of the information and incidental expenditure 
are estimated at approximately 1,667,687 u.a.. 
C00.1ISSION' 
OF THE 
POPEAN C<Wv!UNITIES 
I>IIEMORANDUM 
. ~ ' ' . -
Ill .................. . 
Orig. D 
JULY 1974 
on IDOO financial aid, 'Onder Article 55 ( 2c) 
of the ECSC Treaty, for a research programoe on 
"SI'EElL WORKS RESEARCH" 
I. !.~~.O})p.Q'l';.~ 
The programme for Which aid is sought is in the field of eleotroslag 
rem~lting. Three applications for aid have already been made in this 
pa.rticula.r field under the second train of research. 
'.Phis application is cqnplwentary to the others rJentioned in as much 
as a.n attempt is to be made to use electrodes of a. different kind, ma.nufac ... 
tur~d by a powder meta.llurs;y process. 
The a.¥n is the manufacture of a. novel tyPe of canpletely segregatio:n-
f~ee electrodes for the ESR process. The electrodes would consist of a 
l!l~t~l tube filled with a. oanpacted powder, 
The method is particularly suitable for the t1anufaoture of electrodes 
for special alloys wP,ich cannot be manufactured by normal methods (e.g., 
e.l,~oy~ with 15% Al or 7% Ti). 
It is first planned to carry out a. feasibility fJtudy. The first 
wtfl€e of this study would be an investigation of the usability limits of 
~uch electrodes, seen from both the process engineering ~d economic 
a.llgle~. 
Il;t. ,9-f.,:tNl.ON OJ !I',HJ.ii Q.Cl!f.:gl!r~S OF ]l)A£',!!1' .. ~ 
.After examination by a Canmittee of Experts and the Iron and steel 
'f'ecbnic~ Research Committee, it wa.s decided to make this a. top-:priority 
project and to propose it for IDSC financial aid. 
' 
IV. DUR.t~ION AND COSJ.l Qll, TEE WOFK 
-
Ref. Title of tho Research Dur3.tion Tot-9.1 Budget Financial Aid 
Years 
% .Ar:10unt 
p 132 Manufacture of ESR 2 Lit 1oo,ooo,ooo 60 Lit 6o,ooo,ooo 
electrodes by a ·~owder 
metallur~J process 
V. S'Of.W!l.RY 
,.. •• t ... 
The research project covers the development for the electroslaz 
reracHi'ng process of a new electrode having" a metal nantle and a metal 
powder core. 
Laboratory trials have established that this technique is very appro~ 
riate for -the mm1ufacture of segregation-free small ingots of special alloys. 
tt remcdns to be established how far the principle o:f the technology 
is applicable to the ma...."ll.l.facture of large forgings and how far electrodes 
manuf-:wtnrec. ·ny a powd.er metallur~r process can compete with those which 
have been cas·~. 
Should these problws be successfully solved, such a technique \iould 
represent an a,dvC1.ntageous variant of the conventional elcct:"oslag remelting 
method. 
The work is to be carried out at the ca.i. 
The work is expected to take two years. The funds required to cover 
the Comz:1issionts contribution to the tlork and to the costs of disser.1ihation 
of infon-aation and incidental expenditure are estimated at 75,483 u.a. 
•I 
'I 
I 
CQ.fiiiSSION 
QLr THE 
WlJnOPEAN COO.iUlT.tTlES 
MEMORANDUM 
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Orig.: F. 
JULY 1974 
on :OOSC fina.:;.1cial aid, ttnder Article 55 ( 2c) 
of the ECSC Treaty, for a research programr.1e on 
"ROLLJ;NG M!Lt:,S'' 
I. J=m'PRDU;ctJ.O~ 
The largest share of "the Ell:X's e.nnua.l crude steel production of 150 
mill;i.on tons l,s accowrf;ed for by rolled products with about 100 oillion 
tons. At present, the main problems facing the rolling industry are:. 
(~) to reduce production costs; 
(b) to red:'!lce ener£;3 co11sur.1ption; 
(c) to improve the quality of flat products. 
The research projects outlined below are aimed at solving these 
ppoblems and are designed mainly to save ~-a.ter and energy (three projects) 
and to improve the geauetrical properties of flat products (two projects). 
The roll separating force tends to cause deflection and flattening of 
rolling mill rolls. The major effects of this a.re:-
(a} to give the sheet or .place a profile different frau the active 
generator of the roll at rest, in most oases ~aking it thicker: 
at the centre lina than at the edges; 
(b) to make it difficult to control the rolling process in order to 
obtain dead flat sheet or plate. 
The idea of reg~ating the profile of the ~ctive generator of ·the work 
~olls as required by defo~ing the rolls elastically by means of counter-
deflecting forces applied by hydraulic rams· >-Jas 'studied in theory in a. 
firs~ research phase, for ·uhich ECSC financial aid was gr~ed under 
convention No. 6210/71/3/0)1. 
\, .. ' 
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The very encouraging results of this theoretical study and of the 
first tests make it essential to check out the theori~s in the rolling 
mill and to incorporate in an automated control system the algorithm and 
strateg:r dofir:.ed in the first phase. 
Tho now rzsearch project •rl.ll be devoted to this industrial 
application. 
Sheet production (hot and cold) is of grow~ng economic importance. 
The need to obtain high 0utput and to improve the precision, gauge uni• 
formity an<l su.rfaoe properties of the sheet has led to a ntunber of research 
projects. 3ome have been directed towards the study of complete physical 
models to ~escribe the phenomenon (force, torgue, etc.) Which enable the 
rolling tre.in to be autcmatod by prior reg"ulation (i.e., before the sheet 
has entered all the stands). However, this regulation is not a once only 
process and the usual indeterminacy is relative to the distribution of the 
total reduct:i.on to be obtc:d.ned over the various stands, i.e., the pl~n of 
inte:.l'ilediA.-':•3 thickness8B. ':'hl.s inr:r:tc;tni'lrt.c~r grnidrally causes flatness 
defedf.'. :1."1 -l·~12 Eheet, r:::~ci.11C,' ac.d.i.tio:n·.1.1 rcll:!.nc necessary to obtain dead 
flet sll0et. ':;:he use of flatness constraints largely eliminates this 
indeten1inacy and obviates the need for additional rolling, currently 
required ~oT 7% of ~reduction. This· re~earch pro'ject is· designed to study 
the ccmpl0te ('1~·c;:~oal mo.L l. c :' t'10 :~Lr;-ildS'3. o·:: meet and itB a~'plioation to 
automatic rolEng mill Cv!J.trol. 
3.. .Qr?.t_:ir..li.A_at!,2n of S.2Sl-}~1? ... !..2.1Jl ~£l~ 
In recent years, cooling problems in rolling mills have increased in 
' . ' . . ' 
urgency and scopeo The reasons for this include: 
(a) the constant increasG in rolling speeds, leaving less and less 
time aVa.ilable for cooling' ,and involving the use· of ever-
incr~as~ng quantities of water (up to 15,000. m3 per hour in some 
cases); 
(b)· · the current tendency to make increasing use of heat and the thermO.:. 
meohaniqal treatments in ro~ling mills • 
. 
. , 
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~-----... --- .The pw."J??Se.. of th.i.s resaa.rch project is: 
(a) to develop cooling systems e.ble to dissipate large quantities 
of hea.t in the shortest possible time; 
(b) to reduce to a. minimum the quantities· of cooling fl.uid required 
while en~uring homogenous propertics1 
(o) tQ solve tho teohnolog:i,ca.l problems involved in adapting cooling 
syetems in rolling mills. 
A modern wide strip train is generally 800 m long, 150m of uhich is 
taken up by the delivery table, which is equipped with cooling systms over 
a. ~e~~h of 100m. Typical specific 1~ter consumption by these ~stems is 
a.t present 1 m3 per minute per m2 for a heat tran~fer coefficient of 2,000 
l\tla.l/m2/h/°C and ~ average efficiency of 1 0..20 kcal/kg cooling wa.ter. 
In this research project, it i's proposed to study a. cooling system of 
the "~ded jet" type with a. perfoma.nce of 10,000 lr..cal/m2/h/°C and an 
ef'ficiel+Oy of 2o-.}O koa.l/kg cooling vzater. The eXpected advantages a,re: 
(a) ,. a reduction in capital costs, as the rolling mill can be sho~ened; 
{b) a reduction in '!;Jatar and energy consumption; 
(c) ea.sie;r: control of strip coiling temperature. 
!]:I. OPINION OF THE CCl!iMl:1'Tli!E oF EXPEffi'S 
•• ?"*" ....... $ • I ..... 
After examination by sub-oommittees of experts a.nd by the Iron and 
Staal Technical Res~roh Canmittae, it was decided to malce these top priority 
proj~t~;~ and to propose them for ECSC financial aid. 
IV. Dt.T.RATION A1ID cosr OF THE rTORK - FINANCIAL AID PROPOSED 
••••••••..,. "'' .,,. .. .,". •=••• ... ••••••• ••••r •r• 
Ref. Title of Research Duration Total Budget Financial Aid 
Year 
I% .Limount 
fx Counter-<le::'lection of 3 FF 3,880,000 ()o FF 2, 328,000 
~olling mill rolls • ' 
second phase 
p 052 Stud<' and. verification I 3 Fli' 2, 294,000 60 FF 1,376,400 
of sheet f~atnesa . 
p 083 Opt~1ization of coolin 3 Bfrs17,000,000 60 Bfrs10,200,000 
devL)es in rolHng 
mills 
r 121 Accelercted. cooling atl 2j· Lit 82,397 1 000 ~0 Lit 497 438,200 *' il 
the cxi t of a. vli.de J 
strip mill 
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V. CO.NCLUSIONS 
-- •r.tau:• 
In view of tho markei interest in those five research Drojects, the 
Commission of the Europ(;}an Corm:mnities plans to grant, under Article 55 ( 2c) 
of the ECSC Treaty, financial aid for a research programoe in this field. 
'l1he programme would 'oe carried out by:-· 
II 1 
-
(Px) IRSID, Maizieres-le~etz 
II 2 
-
(P 052) 
-
IRSID, Maiziere-lez~etz 
II 3 
-
(P o83) 
-
CRM, Liege 
II 4 
-
(P 121) CSI, Ra:te 
The fun1s required to cover the ECSC contribution to the work and to 
the costs of dissemination of infonnation a.."ld incide:rrcal expenditure are 
estimated at approximately 883,273 u.a. 
OCl·lMISS!ON 
OF THE 
:muRQPEAN C~UNITIES 
MEMORANDUM 
614/III-J3/74 • E 
Ol'ig. F 
JULY 1974 --
on EO&: financial aid, under Article 55( 2c) of the 
llXJ&: Treaty, for a ·research programme on 
"MEASURDIFJNl', TESJ.'ING AND A.NJU, YSI S" 
;r:. t,~Ropt!C~I.9].! 
In the metallurgy of iron and steel, the range of activities that 
ocme Wlder the heading of ,,_.Ieasurement, Testing e.nd Analysis" includes 
the "no~~struct:i,ve tests", ;.e. tests in which components or assemblies 
ane examined by a method Which will not prevent their subsequent utiliza-
t-t.on, 
The techniques mainly employed are: 
- ultrasonic testing; 
- acoustio emission; 
- neutnon radio~phy/spectranetry(by way of simple example). 
'l'he need to develop techniques of this kind arises partly fran the 
ch.a.n8i:Qg methods and techniques employed in the maldng and processing of 
of steel, but even more fran the increasingly stringent requirements with 
res~~ct to quality. Hence the research programme outlined in this paper 
i~ ~olly in keeping with the aim of investigation into new methods and/ or 
-.dapta.tion of existing methods to satisfy th.e requirements of industry, 
II, ~,!,!!1! •~r AJ! S]', Tfi;E ,Pf10PO,S]Jip, .~SJ¥RO"fl 
1• ~und emi~sioR for no~pp~rpc~iy~, ~es~~~ 
Among the most insid.iou.s causes of fracture in metallic materials are 
fatigue and stress corrosion. Both these types of fraoture show a 
e~ara.oteristio progression in Whioh three phases oan be distinguishe~ 
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(a) ·oy incipient cracking; 
(b} by slow·propaga,tion, and 
(c) by final fracture. 
During phases (a) arid (b), the damage to the test piece is oftcm 
ha.rd to detec·t by the usual m(:jthods of non-destructive examination and, 
even When it can be detected, there is still the problem of defining the 
damage in terms that indicate t:'le proxind,ty or otherwise of the critical 
phase('x:l~ 
Acoustic emission seews today to be the most premising approach, as 
j.t is the one likely to be most fruitful as ,regards practical applications. 
Since the dGvelopment of this method is a matter of considerable practical 
~ f ' .. • 
importance, particularly in connection with the s~ety of mac~~nes and 
structurGs, it is proposed that. th.3 following programme of resec>.rch be 
carried out; 
- analysis of flaw-.d.eteotion characteristics; 
- tests to correlate the sound emission process with conventional 
test methods; 
.., application of the method to an ex~erimental pressure vessel of 
great thickness. 
2. Metro~oeiica].. stJ-1;£ o£ fref,srr,ed o;r,i~P.~B:ti,on,s, i.E, 
col~~~~~~d striz 
; ' ' 
The a·old,.orolling of lov~arbon steels gives rise to preferred. orien.., 
tations which have a decisive influence on the ooeff~cient of anisotropy, 
and hence on~he technological properties of the steels. It is important, 
therefore, to be ab~e to measure the change in these orientations through,-/ 
out the cald-rolline process so that they can, if appropria-te, be influen-
oed in a giv~n manner •. 
'. '. 
• :1 
The usual prooedv.re for radio.;:raphic measurement of .preferred orienta-
tions consists in examining the reflections project~~ on a polar hemisphere. 
The information obtained by this method requires relatively substantial 
c, 
equipnent tor the g~e;raj;ion Ftnd m0{il..surement. Qf monpohr~at_io x...;.rays, and 
. \ ~ ~ . : ~ ·. - -
.r 
• t ~· -" 
' .~ . ' ,, ' :' 
: .1 
.i,,", I 
I Jl • 
•,' 
P, , .' 
. --
·'' 
there is also the time-factor. The intention'behind tlle research p;t"og-.. 
ramm~, the~etore, is as follows; 
..,. to obta;in textures suttable for x-ra.y tr~smifiSi9n using ~ e;tstem 
o~ detectors based on energy dispersion; 
... to dete~in~ 1he optim'llll par~eters, suoh as vol ta.ge, cu:rrent 
strength and angle of diffraction; 
- preparatory work on the develoiJ!lent of a.n industrial-scale device 
which will afford continuous measurement. 
3. ~s,is ;9f, .~tr~og1e.,f!e1lds by ,the co,ho 
~et.hod1 J!SiDS ,transverse , wp.v,as 
Ma.DT·'tests and a !l'UIIlbel' of theoretical studies ~ sane of them basad 
on ver,y simple hypotheses - have shown that there is not neoes~a.rtly a 
constant relation between the size of. the flaw tmd the intensity of the 
eoho. Hence any conclusion as to the size of the flaw which is based 
solely on the intensity of the ee4o ,Uliultrasonio testing involves an 
element of uncertainty the signifioa.noe of wllioh has not so tar been 
satis:faotor~ly determined. 
The aim of the :researph in this connection is to provide an t;~.nswer to 
t}Wee qu~s·Uons; 
,1) \flat ~e thQ oondiyie>ns that a refere®,e refleolor·lnq.ri sa:t;S.st;r 
~n ordE;tr to ensu»e QPnsyant sonsit~~t;y to an eoho of' the same 
intensity; 
( ~) How oa.n • ref~re:qoe reflector of this type be useA to select a 
level of sensit~vity Wbich is adequate for the deteotion of 
4angeroue flaws? · ·· 
(3) ltlat lilllitatione ~4. so\;ro~a qf ~rro:r ha.ve tQ l>e taken. ini;o 
accO'-Ult ~n. tP,e interp~etat:i.on of the, !,'tOhos,, a.n4 what ia the. 
~orre~ation between these limitations or errors and the geametu,y 
of the flaws? 
In order to clarify these three po~nt~, 1~ ~ll be neo~ssary to 
exa.mi:ne tll-e refteotiall oharaote:rist~os of :Lnterta.oes with d!:ffer~nt gaanet:ey 
et'inish flat reflection a'Pl"t'aoe notch, edge, cylindrical bofi~f'l·~to.) in 
the presence of tra:ruwerse wa.veEJ. 
I' 
'. 
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4. No~estructi"l{e ultraso¥c testin&: 
A very important consideration is'that there h~s been a remarkable 
advance tn knowledge in the fi3ld of i~service behaviour of structures, 
and the effect the various types of flaw will have under specified 
conditions of use is beginning to be fairly well known. 
As a result of these new insights into the fracture hazard, specifica• 
tions are becoming more and more exact in their requirements, and it is 
clear that the non-dest~ctive test will carry a considerable burden of 
responsibility. It will have to be capable of determining the exact shape 
and dimensions of the defect. The test methods that are being used at the 
present t.ime, however, do not always provide a satisfactory solution to this 
problem. 
The purpose of this stud3· is to apply focussed sensol's to actual fl.aws 
in structures which ar~ permeable or not so pe:rmea.ble to ultrasonic waves, 
in order to estimate the accuracy of detraction of such flaws. The procedure 
will be as follows: 
- development of focussed sensors; 
investigution of the actual geometry of different types of flaw: 
detc:rmination of the dimensions by means of .... 
(a) longitudinal waves; 
(b) transverse wavest 
using the echo or transmission techniques; 
- construction of a partial-immersion device. 
It is hoped that this will result in ability to: 
- determine the conto'll,I's of. actual fJ..aws to within a few millimetres; 
• de~l individually. with discrete flaws of o:fuy a: few millimetres; 
• examine test pieces with high ultrasonic absorption rates. 
5· :;pplica~io1n o"f ,'![l.ot" ultraspnic probe ~es~~ tq 
~he exam;nation of slabs 
A major effort has been made on research into and development of a new 
process for the ultrasonic testing of products at high temperature. 
\ 
,At the present time it is neeessaty·to·oa.rry"out shop tests us;i.ng this 
method, which should proviQ.e the answer to a major· problem o,f productivity 
in the slabbing \lllit. It is a process, for the ~utcmatto detection of 
shrinkage cavities, which wtll result in an appreciable stepping-up of 
productivity in the hot shearing of efferVescing ateel slabs. The 
pr,a.ctica.l stu~ is to be carried out at the Hoogovel'ts Ijmuiden works, 
where ·the eonditi0f1.S are partioula.rly fa.vourabl.e as the slabs undergo e. 
scarfing operation on leaving the slabbing mill, and "therefore show a. free 
scale-surface. 
In a. first st~e, IRSin proposee to carry out a. series of laboratory 
tests on appropriate samples, followed by a. series of probe tests on a. 
slabbing line. 
6. Sam;eliM ,ot mol tel! pie; i.rog or steja
1
l ( extensio,n) · 
Under Convention 6210-t78/2/021, the Cll.[ has embarked on an investi-
gation of the sampling of molten steel in a tilted oonverter, and the 
progres$ive mechanization of this operation. 'l'his work has been virtually 
canpleted and the suoces13 achieved. has been remarkable. So far this .: 
success is still only partial as there are several adjustments to be made: 
in particular, the speed of lowering the probee ha.s to be carefully 
regulated to t~e a.coount of the senso:n in the· tma...lag, Th~s time-lag, 
morepver, will have ~o be reduced to a min:i.murn, ~Q. there aile al$0 a. 
number of teohnologioa+ problems which will have to be ~0lved ip order to 
obtain an i:nstrunent reliable enoug:p to be handled 'by p~llSQ~l .tr.it~put 
muoh training in the art. 
Il. oPINION 2£: 1RID
1 
C001~EEJ C£1 EXPW~ 
After ~xan,lim!.tiQn by the Ji'Ub""(JaiUJi"l.ttee~ of ~errt;s &\oPd the I~on an(~. 
st~~l Teoltniqal llesearoh 0Qlii!l:i:tt~~ (Cffr). t}l~se :pr9je<;1ts w~:r~ g!ven ~9P 
prio~~ty Qlassitioation ~d it was proposed that' they should :reoeiv~ meso 
financial aid. 
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IV. DURATION AND cosr OF THE WORK - PROPOSED FINANCIAL AID 
Ref. Nature of Research Duration Total ·Fina.ncial:~Aid 
Project in Years Cost .. ' 
% Amount 
~- ·'" 
p CJ75 Sm,md emission for 3 Lit.195,000,000 60 Lit.117, 000,000 
non-destructive tests Lit. 125, 045, 000 60 Lit. 75,027, OOl.1 
on structures and 
machines 
p CJ78 Metrological stu~ at 3~ Jlvi. 422,000 60 IM. 253,200 
preferred orientations 
in cold-~olled strip -
p (1'{9 !~lysis of ultrasonic 2~ If.~. 207,518 60 IM. 124,511 
fields by the echo 
method uaiug transverse 
waves 
p 085 No~estruotive ultra- 3 FF. 399,200 60 FF. 239,520 
sonic testing 
' 
p 133 i'...pplicatio:n. of "hot" 1~ FF 465,000 60 FF. 279, OC" 
ultrasonic probe tests FlH. 151,000 60 FlH .. 90,60(; 
to opti;aizo the exami-
nation of slabs 
p 138 Sampling of molten pig t FB. 1,175,000 60 FB. 705,000 
iron and steel 
V, CONCLUSIONS 
In view of the keen interest in this research, the Commission of the 
European Communities proposos to grant financial aid under Article 55 (2c) 
of the rose Treaty to further a programme of research in this field. 
This programme will be carried out by: 
- II.1. (P CJ75) - (a) Istitute di Ricerche Breda - MIL.Al-TO 
(b) CS.! - RG1A 
~ II. 2 (P CJ78) - HOESCH HtmENNERKE A. G. - DORl'MilliD 
..,. II.3 (P CJ79) .. Fachgru.ppe "Zerstorungsfreie l~aterialprUfung 
""' II.4 (P 085) - Ste CREUSor-LOIRE - LE CREUSOI' 
- II.5 (P 133} - lRSID ... sr. GER4AIN-EN-LAYE 
HOOGOVENS - IJMUIDE1T 
- II.6. (P 138) - CRM • LttaE. 
61 t.l rr;: .. ""/'? 4 ..., ~ 
' ·~ I ' 
The appropriations which will:be· required to· oover the JOOSC's sharQ 
in the res_earoh and l,n th~. costs of d~s.sem~nating infol'lJ,le.tion and r.ela.ted 
ex:penditwoes are estimated a.t ~ppvOlldmately #89.856 v,.a. 
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Orig. F 
EUROPEAN COMMD~IT!ES 
I. 
July 1974 
on ECSC financial aid1 under Article 55(2c) of the ECSC Treaty, 
for a. research programme on WELDABILITY 
'' 
INTRODUCTION 
illlft1 ..... '.......... ~~
Community research contracts for welding projects have so far related 
principally to fusion welding using filler metal (coated electrodes, MAG, 
submerged arc welding) and have not covered electrom-beam welding. It is 
true that' at the time the research on weldabili ty started_, the process 
appeared limited as regards both its applications and :r;he .. inaterl.als for 
which it could be used. 
In only a few ye.ars, however, -e:I:ectron-9eam welding .has developed considerably, 
' . . 
especially since the appearance on the market of welding equ.ipme.nt with pressure·~ 
. ' 
reducing devices, making it unnecessary to enclose the object to be welded_ 
in a vact~-um chamber. Plates up to 50 mm_ .thick can now be w;eld~d with this 
equipment. 'fl:l~ heavy plate fabricating i.ndustry is very int_erested in the 
process, which also has extensive applications in welded steel frames. 
Published studies are not very informative on the s_ubject of ~eldability 
and non-destructive testing in relation to the· harmi'Uine·s·s -of ··a._e.fe.cts 
because no very advanced research has been done, priority always having 
been given to work on welding equipment (electron;~~. va~u~ chambers, 
etc.). It is therefore desirable to take stock of the proper,ties the 
" ~I ' ' ' ' 
steel should have, the optimum conditions for the execution and heat 
treatme~t _,of welded joints, the asses.~m~nt of mechanical behaviour and 
finally methods of weld inspectio~ 
.;. 
.. 
., l. l,', 
'I r ·. 
. I, 
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II. NAroRE Qm AJMS OF THE PROfOS!U R§§EARCH 
The following programme i~ prol)Osed for electron-beam (EB) welding: 
(a) {tevie;w of existing knowle?Q 2n tee EB .wel!jlAbility of 1teels 
One of the conclusions of this surVey will concern the selection of steels for 
the experiments, not only by grade, but also by steelmald.»a method, in vi~w 
of the tact that EB welding invol vas vacuum melting. · 
(b) In a second stKf. .st1KJM '4tL tb.e lgp.cJ91lkltQd IIJd tb&tfAM 
on~aotefiret~os ,?f t!,te process applied to products about 40 mm thick. The 
setti~ (current, voltage, speed) providing the best joint pro:P,erties will 
be determined. 
The problem of ora.okine- will also be taekled: the type to be studied is 
hot ora:cking in the w.eld meta.l zone. 
•'• ' I 
. ; . : ~ 
After this stage of the study, ~t will be possible to select, for each steel 
. '·· . ' ' 
tested, the. optimum welding setting to ensUre sound, cra.ck-:ee.e depoei ted 
' ' .. . ·. 
metal. 
·. 
' 
(c) T9e Rro;m:,ties of the, weld i~ the as-welded and treated state will 
then be studied, in pa.rtioula.r: 
. ' 
- the microstruoture in the weld metal and heat-affected 1aones (optical 
and electronic micrography); 
the ;-a.nge of ha.rdnesses through the joint 'at different levels, to 
supplement the micrographic study and facilitate the pesitioning of 
notches or cracks for brittle fracture tests; 
.;. 
'I 
I,. 
' ' 
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the tensile strength on transverse and longitudinal test pieces, and the 
impact strength; 
' ~. I 
- the brittle fracture properties by measurement of nc or COD, whichever 
is valid, in the weld metal and heat-affected zones. 
' ~ . ... ~ ... . ' . . . .. .... . . . ., ~ . . ' 
(d) The non-destructi,ve t.e4s;,U,u~ of welde<\, j9ints .. ~1~ .be studied with a 
dual aim: the possibilities and limits of defect detection (cracks, fine. 
porosity and above all lack of fusion and an assessment of t~e dim~nsion 
of these defects in relation to the fracture toughness of the metal in which 
they are found. 
(d1) Establishment of a list of.defects (with position and direction). 
(d2) Assessment and comparison of the sensitivity with which.the various 
test methods can detect the defects listed. P~s~ibilit~ of d~~~rmining the 
size of these defects by non-destructive testing. 
(d)) Oocpa~eon of the results obtained with those of the study of the 
fracture toughness of the metal in which the defects are found (weld metal 
and heat-affected zones). 
The main test methods used (radiqgraPhY,, ultrasonic testing using L and T 
waves, magnetic techniques) will be applied to both faces of the assembled 
plate and to longitudinal testpieces. The results will be corepe.red with those 
of macrographic examinations. 
III. OPINION OF TBE C01~JliTTEES OF EXPERTS 
___.. ~ 1 .......... "~1 ? .._ 
After examination by a Subcommittee of Experts and the Iron and Steel 
Technical Research Committee (TRC) it was decided to make this a top 
priority project and to propose it for ECSC financial aid. 
.;. 
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IV. DURATION ~ pqsT OF ~HE wong 
Ref. Title of the research project Duration Total Fi_nanoiaJ. aid 
bud.set' % . Amount 
P111/2 Eleotro:n,.-.beam welding 2 years ll'J.I' 8 50 00: 60 ~ 510 000 
' 
I 
V. CONCWSIONS 
In· :ri.ew of the interest shown by the heavy plate fabricati~ industry in 
the development of electron beam welding, the Commisflion of the European 
Communiti,s plans to grant f~n~~.ial aid, pursuant to Article 55(2o) of the 
ECSC Treaty, for a. research programme on this QUbjeot. 
This· programme wilF'b$ carried· out by the Institut de Soudure, Paris. 
. ' 
The funds l'equired to oover the ECSC contribution to the work and to the 
costs of dissemination of information and incidental expenditure are 
estimated. at ~pproXimately 83~315 u.a. 
' . 
" 
' 
I 
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MEMORANDUM 
-----------------
on ECSC financial aid, under Article 55(2o) 
of the ECSC Treaty, for a research programme on 
"WELDABILITY" 
I. INI'RODUCTION 
......... \ .......... ..... 
In many applications, the plate thicknesses and the lengths that 
have to be welded are constantly increasing, with t.he result that it is 
necessary, fdr eoonanic ·and technical reasonst to employ welding techni-
ques that out the number of welding operations to a minimum by dint of a 
high melting speed. 
If this were not done, shrin.k.ag~ distortions would occur and it 
·would be necessary to resort to prehe~ting,: which in applications such as 
ship--building, bridge construction or. . .t~e manufacture o~ welded tubing .is 
regarded as virtually inadmissible. 
. ; 
For plate thicknesses of less than 25 m.m, ·wire-flUx oanbinations are 
·· · ·~,;.~iiable. The tensile strength ·and i.nrpact· S'brength of· the -dapof!!itecl 
metal' .. sp,~ i sfy even the most tftriflgent ·:requirements·, SUCh' as thQSe :Of the 
ship clCd.ssifica.tion .. f?99~~f?ti~s. 
For· plates of greater thickness, .ho~v_er, it always seems to .be more 
difficult to meet the requirements with respect to welding metal's impact 
strength. 
IV. · NATURE AND AlMS OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
,.,...,...... t 
In the first instance the research consists of a number of welding 
tests on Si-Al killed 52 steel 35 mm thick conforming tq the. Ea quality 
• .) • ••• :: ~. J 
The t~st plates are 1.5 m in 
, .I •. 
specification.with respect to o~position. 
. ' 
length.~· The ·widtP. i~ -se~ected: so that .the cooling conditions in the weld 
~ : . . 
' . 
are the same as for the very la~ge plates Which are wel~ed in,praotical 
',:' 
. ';,L .. 
't '. 
' ' ' l 
'· 
,: I 
,\ 
'I 
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application (a.pprQX. 0.5 m). The test weld$ are per:fo:nned by submerged-
arc welding, using two wires through which an electric 01U':rent is passed. 
The tests are carried out with several wire-flux oanbina.tions which 
have been approved by the classification societies subject to a. limitation 
on the plate thickness for whioh .. the technique can be employed (Class III) 
(minimum three .ccmbina.ti.ons). Along with the oanbina.tions specified by 
the manufacturers, f'IU'ther tests are performed {approximately six) using 
· interchanged wires in order to determine which wire-flux canbination 
produces a. result that oan be provisionally regarded. as cptimtun. The flux 
.. ~ ... . . . . 
for this oanbina.tion will be emplOyed preferentially in the subsequent 
welding tests, the aim of which is to determine the effect of varying the 
content of the alloying elements c, Mn, Si, Mo, Aland Nb (or V),(and 
.where appropriate o, P and. S) on the structure and meoha.nical properties 
of the· weld metal. Irl the course Of the programme, 45 test . welds. ~11 be 
perfo~ed an~ ~ined. 
III. OP,IN*ON' OF! T~ ,C,CH4l',l'!I'EES ,Of, EXPERr,~ 
.After examina.ti9ll by a sub-oanmittee of experts and the Iron and 
Steel Teohni.oa.l Research Canmitte~, it was decided to make this a. topo-
·priority .. project and to propose it for :rose financial a.id. 
IV. DURATION AND COSl' OF THE WORK - FINANJIAL AID PROPOSED 
Ref. . Nature of Research Puration Total Budget Fi~oU:!J. Aid 
-Years % 4Inount 
. 
"' 
p 144 Infl uenoe of stru.o- 1 Fl. 235,000 60 Fl. 141,000 
: t'IU'e and ccmposition 
on mechanical prope~· 
ties in two-pass flu,-, 
welding 
"' 
V. CONCLUSION 
'· In: view of the interest, i~ this research programme, Which will afford a. 
· fairly ocmprehensive idea of. ~he influence of the various allOying elements 
and ·the Optimum Oanposit~_Ol,l. 0~ weld m~a.l·~. ·.the C~issioit of the European 
Canurunit'ies pians to grant: fina.nc~al aid for this _'research programine under 
.:. Article 55 (2c) of the ~sc 'l'r~a.ty. . ' 
' ·~ ;I , I 
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The programme will be carried out by the Meta.llinstituut TNO, 
Apeldoorn. 
The funds required to cover the ECSC contribution to the work and 
to the costs of dissemination of information and incidental expenditure 
are estimated at approximately 43,287 u.a. 
• . 
. . 
;· ' 
., 
'I, 
'·' ',' 
,· 
'' 
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Orig. F 
July 1974 
on lroSC fin.anoia.l aid, under Article 55(2o) ot the 
ECSC Treaty, for a. resea.roh programme on "CREEP" 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Work within the European Canmunity to prcmote the oollaotion and 
presentation of da.ta. on the behaviour of steels a.t high temperatures on 
behalf of the steel industry has been oa.rried o'\rl for a. considerable time 
by individual countries. Fran 1966, work has also been carried out on a.n 
international basis by the British standards Institlrlion in assessing and 
extrapol~ting da.ta on behalf of ISO/TC 17. This Property Eva.lua.~ion Unit 
is now located at the Swinden Laboratories of the BSC, Rotherham. 
As a result of the work carried olrl, internationally agreed minimun 
yield and proof stress values, and creep rupture properties, have now been 
agreed for the most oammon steels:~or use at high temperatures, some albeit 
on a tentative basis. In time it is anticipated that these properties will 
also be incorporated in national standards for these steels, particularly 
in Europe, and it is generally accepted that future developnents must, of 
neceseit;r, be undertaken on an increasingly collaborative European and 
international basis. 
Thus, the Property E\l'alua.tion Unit has available to it canpleted test 
data on standard boiler and pressure vessel steels, and it is evident that 
there are defioie~oies in this data that must be remedied by further testing. 
To meet these deficiencies, therefore, it will be necessary to ascertain 
what programmes of testing are in progress or planned in the European 
Canmunity. 
·' ' 
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The object of the proposed research is to establish authoritative 
properties which are required for the design of plant operating at 
elevated-temperatures. In the case. of creep, and creep rupture proper-
ties 'in particular, it is generally not possible for any single organisa-
tion to mount and maintain the necgssary number of tests, and the quaitltity 
of data needed can only be obtained on a collaborative basis. Collabora-
tion exists both on a national and international basis but it is desirable 
that the ECSC countries should have a common approach to work in this 
field. A Property Evaluation Unit is needed to collect and analyse the 
data and it is proposed that the staff and facilities established by the 
UK steel industry for their national activity should be adapted for this 
purpose. There is the added advantage that the staff also provide the 
Technical Secretariat for. ISO TC 17. 
III. OPINION OF THE CCMMITTEES OF EXPERTS 
After examination by a Sub...Committee of Experts and by the Iron and 
Steel Technical Research Committee (TRC) it was decided to make this a top 
priority project and to propose it foi ECSC financial aid. 
IV. DURATION AND cosr OF THE WORK 
~ u 1 ........ 
Refo Name of Research Duration Total Financial Aid 
Project in Years Cost % Amount 
P057/2 Properties of steels 3 £196,200 60 £117,720 
for high~emperature 
use 
V. CONCLUSION 
The Commission of' the European Commm:tities wishes to encourage efforts 
to disseminate information and to speed up the exchange of existing tech-
nical data between the Members of the Community, and to this end it plans 
to grant financial aid to a resem:roh .programme in this field, under the 
terms of Article 55 {2c) of the ECSC Treaty. 
' ' 
i. 
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The programme will be carried out 'by the British Independent steel 
ProduceX'S Association, London. · 
·\ 
The funds required to cover the OOSC contribution to the work and 
costs of diss.sination of information· a.nd incidental expenditure a.re 
estimated at about 225,845 u.a. 
It .. ,. ' ., • • •• .. ~ ,. ,. • • 
. ~· ~ . •' ...... . . . .. " . . . ~ ... ' ... . ... ,, ... .. .. . . ''"' . 
.. · 
· .. 
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MEMORANDUM 
...._, .... tJJD LJ.Il I. 
on ECOO financial aid, under .Arificle 55 ( 2c) 
of the ECOO Treaty for a research programme on 
"BRITTLE FRACTURE" 
I. INTRODUCTION 
*""1111111 ' ... i .... 
. At its 1973 meeting, the European Pipe Research Group decided that 
there was ~ need for a European research programme designed to eather 
basic information on brittle fracture in steel gas pipe lines for the 
·benefit not only of producers and users but also of the authorities and 
bodies responsible for inspectiono 
• • • • • • •••• ' # ~ ••• 
T!!e full programme consiste;d, of three ·phases of investigati,on to ~eet 
·the needs of the various grottps ·eencernedo 
II. Nl\TURE AND ATI>iS OF THE PROPOSSD RESEARCH 
..,.~ W'lfb"'W._=..,till"llr 1 I 'IIIC ., etliO'It-...rwra C'OJ 
The joint programme was· set· oUt in Docoiii/a-814/73 of June 1973o 
The main aim is to determine appropriate steel· properties frcm mich the 
fracture behaviour of larg~diameter pipes can satisfactorily de~aced in 
practice. 
The research is divided into four parts:· 
tij laboratory tests on model tubes; 
( ii) laboratory· tests on flat plates; 
(iii) tests on large-diameter tubes; 
(iv) a stu~ of fracture mechanics with a view to characterizing 
steels. 
A supplementary programme, proposed in doc. 78/III-A/7 4 of February 
1974, is for the stu~ in greater detail of a number of anomalies Which 
were brought to light during previous tests. 
'' 
-a .. 
It emerged that moditioations and improvenents were needed to the. 
existing test rig before full ... scale bursting tests on large-diameter gas 
pipes could be carried out. To achieve this, additional financial aid 
is requested for this modification. 
III. OPINION OF THE COOIITTEES CF EXPERTS 
......... t r A .... .. T ··-·· t •• l 3 I 
' ' 
After examination by the 'Iron and Steel Teohnica.l Research Canmittee 
it wa.s decided to ma.ke ,this a top priority project and to propose this 
' . 
re~ea.roh for additional ECSC financial aid. 
IV. D'UR.ATION AND COs:P CF THE t'IORK -FINANCIAL AID PROPOSED 
Ref. Title of Research Duration Total Financial Aid· 
Years Budget 
"df_ 
.dmount fJ 
p 063. Fracture of gas 1! m 345,176 30 1M 106,253 
.pipes , . 
. ' 
v. stMMARY 
•• .. I 1 I • M 
There is clearly a. technical and economic need for a. proper under-
standing of brittle fracture phenomena. pa.rticUla.rl;y as the size ·of 
struct~es be_ing used is increasing. The Canmission of the 'European . 
Canmutiities p'la.ns to grant additional fina.noial aid under Article 55 (2o) 
of the· JOOSC Treaty for a research pro5ramme in this area. The programme 
will ba carried out by VDEh, DUsseldorf. 
-
. 
'' 
\ 
The funds required to cover the JOOSC contributions to the work and to 
the costs of dissemination of infomation and incidental expendi t~e are 
estimated at 33,992 u.a. 
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JULY 1974 
concerning ECSC financial aid, under Article 55 ( 2c) 
of tho Treaty, for a research progracme in the field of 
. "HIGH-srRENGTH srEE:L PL.ATES" of medium thickness 
( 1 0 t 0 60 t1t1) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
~ ...... •• Q .. 
Within the last decade, there has been considerable growth in the new 
family of structural steels for making plates of quenched and tempered 
steels. 
The market of interest is centred to a large extent on such activities 
as the fabricatj.on of pressurized tanks, storage tanks, pressure-resistant 
piping and also specia.l·frame struc;tures .. such as long-span bridges and crane 
bOOtlSo 
Production in the CCillr.l.unity is behindhand in ccnparison with that in 
the United States and, particularly, in Japan, which alone produces about 
five times (500,000 t) the tonnage produced ~n the Community. .Competition 
is extremely keen and is liable to boccme more and more intense on this 
market, from which the Camounity may find itself ousted. 
The Canmunity is currently importing 100,000 t of quenched and teopered 
steels and will probaoly consume 250t 000 t in 1978. If no effort is made 
as regards production, this will only amount to 150,000 t for the Canmunity. 
This market will be ccmpletely open-to ccmpetition from Japan,· since, 
-although America is a large proc;luc.cr., its production is. entirely absorbed 
by its- own domestic market. (Am~ri.oa even has to iuport from Ja_.pan as 
·wen). 
. ' 
' ' 
(I 
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It is therefore desirable, for a Cann:nmit;y-soal.e effort to. be ma.de ' 
in this field, both in investing in production and in studying means of 
utilization. 
Fran the technical point of view, n'Uinerous specifications and codes 
now define the characteristics of the existing grades or steel. 
We are, ··however, witnessing a. significa.nt phase of developnent in 
the market; oonetructot's have not only overcana their resarva.tions a.bou:t 
using these steels but have bec.aue a.wa.re of the benefits to be derived as 
regards creating structures t.o m-eet inorea.sed .pequi·ranents, ·pa.rtioula.rly 
fran the point of view of load capacity. It is now beoaning necessary to 
advance beyond this first"genera.tion" of quenched end tempered steels and 
develop a. second "genaration", better suited to current needs. 
The proposed research is divided into two main parts: 
( t\) research on improving existing grades; this work would be 
assigned to BOO, C!M and VDEh; 
(b) development of new grades (i.e., new as far as the Community· 
is concerned) to provide a. means of oanba.ting the virtual world 
monopoly or the Japanese in this field; this work would be 
assigned t'o · VDFll and Creusot-toire~ 
(a.) Res,eaf.9h ,on .J;!J?.rovem,ept .or. ,er-,i.s~i.M Q".a.,d.,es_ 
( 1 ) Work pr,o~os~d pY, BfP 
The programme proposes that only weldable steels with a strength from 
420 to 490 N/mr} bQ included, since they represent both the greatest growth 
potentiS,l and tho area. in WJ.ich competition fraa outside will probably be 
I • 
i . ~ 
. 
•• 
1, • stronge~t. 
It is assumed that the basic types of steel are already known and 
produced, and in consequence the work should focus mainly on the steel 
plates 'camoercia.lly produced by a number of European seurces using available 
steels of all strengths made by different manufacturing processes. · An 
important oha.ra.oteristio of this programme is that it groups steels ace~ 
·. to strength and not according to process. In this way nonna.lized, rolled, 
oontrolled and refined (fully killed) steels with a strength of 42Q.490 ~mma 
) 
,'I, 
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could' be' supplied according to· t~io-knese·,;·•· ..... CoMiflering-tho· limited, quanti-
.. ' 
ties currently being .fupplied by European steelworks for structural applica-
tions, it would be. llikhJ.y. desir?ble .. te>. goopa~e. thes_e t!lree proc~ssos in 
order to be able to d.Ptennine the a.dva.ntages a.nd the ,perfonila.noe characteris-
tics of each of them.: 
The types of grade that it is hoped to. study come under the followi~ 
basic categories: 
Grade 
• =. i i ' 
420 lo/mm2 
Thiclmess 
---
Nonnalized steels V/N steelsj V alloyed steels 
Control~rolled steels Nb-{V) steels; Nb-V-(Mo) steels 
Refined steels 
Refined steels 
V-N steels; Mo(V) steels 
Nb-(V) steels; boron steels 
V-l'f steels; Mo-(V) steels 
Control-rolled steels Nb-{V) steels; boron steels 
Noroalized steels lfu-Voolao steels 
Alloyed V st'eels 
It is proposed that a study be made of the throe current thicknesses, 
i.e., 25 rnm1 40 mm a.nd a. range of thicker steel plates, varying froo 50 to 
... 
63 r;un. These thiclmessos represent the ma~ n t onn1.ge used for structural 
applications such as tanks, bridges and 111a:rino platfon:n'3. It is thus hoped 
~hat, a.t a strength of 420 Njmo2, ~orma.lized steels and refined steels will 
be available in all thickness ranges and that control-rolled steel will be 
a:,_;.a,ilable irfthi~knesses up to 40 ·mm~· At a strength of 490 N/mm2, refined 
. ste-el's ~nd, in certain cases, control..;roiled steels (of limited thickness) 
will fulfil the criteria. and. norr.1cilited ~steels of relatively high CElT 
( Cha.rpy Energy Value) will also be available. 
'J l 
: . 
~~.. - The. aim .of .thilp p:r;ogra.r:nne is S~J~:r-ized in the ta.b+e below, 
· ' which gives the figures to which the bas_ic grades, the manufacturing . 
methods a.hd the thiclmesses have to correspond. 
' ' 
.\ (.I ,,, 
\' 
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. ~ Grade Norcalizcd Thickness Control .... Thiok;ness Refined Thickness Toto.J 
levels rolled levels : levels 
420 2 3 . '2 ~- 4 3 22 
490 2 2 1 2 4 3 18, 
2 ' 
10 m by sheet test Basic grades, etc. 40 
NUmber of steel plates 50 
tested · 
A :further feature. of this programme is that steels fra::t several Europeat 
sources may be examined within the 40 different basic foms fran the point oj 
' 
view of grade and thickness. Accordingly, at certain basic grade/thickness 
levels, steel plates.will be provided in d~plicate so that, Where necessar,y, 
naninally equivalent plates ca.n be tested- for example, a plate fran one 
.. • •• 1 .... • 
rolling mill ~ comparison with another fr~ a second rolling mill. The 
. . ~ . 
precise origin and tho distribution of the\ samples to be tested' will be 
• ' l • 
decided by agreEment with the manufacturers involved. 
( 2) )fork J?,r,opos~A, Pl. Cad 
The resea~ch will concern steel plates 40 mm thick with a· strength of 
... 2 . ' 
40-50 ~mm used. to construct pressure boilers ~d petroleum storage tanks~ 
• . l 
This should enable a direc':l; canparison to be made between the actual 
. ' ' 
behaviour of the material in service and its behaviour during the acceptance-
, . 
testing dperations required in order to check the quality of the steel platel 
supplied. The results of those tests could also be used by the 10000 W.G. 
. . ' 2 . 
on the sta.nd.9.Fd code for greater pre,cision in the current definitions of the 
. ~ ..._ ' . 
code. , 
The influe~ce of the Llanufacturing conditions, i.e., cold•world.ng, weld.· 
. . 
ing and attenuation treatment• will be detemined as a function of the final 
meoha.nicai propel~ies and of the crack-corrosion resistance of steel plates 
of dif:(~rent original metallurgical structures (refined, normalized, . control· 
< 
rolled). :' 
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The ·m:a:tn' chara:ot erist i'c s of the' st et:r~ plates to be stud.i"ed are:· 
thickness - 40 mm; ~rength ... 40-.50 kg/ro~; manufactui.ing conditions -
refined, nomalized, ·control-roped. · 
' Samples of these plates w:ill·be subjected to work cycles sirililar to 
actual manufacturing conditions. The comparison will be established on 
the basis of ordinary mechanical characteristics, lan1ellar tea;r:ing resi&. 
tap.ce anP, f;ract~- t.Ql,lghness. te~j;_s .( init.i?-tion and,_propa.gq.tie>n) in the 
. \ ' . 
' 0 . 
temperature range between~O a.n4. +250 c. -. 
As already mentioned, resistance to crack corrosion in H2S will als'o 
be calculat~d~ 
(3) }12rk ;g~opo,s,ed; }:>;¥; .}[;D,E1. 
It would thus seem to be particularly desirable to carry· out, systematic 
studies on these high-strength steels for Which minimum limit-elongation 
values are guaranteed, these being in the upper region .C>f _th~. ,'values knom 
at present for the fine--grained structural steels normal~.y u,sed, i.e. t 
about 420-490 N/mm2• This would, on the one hand, provide ~ri~wers to 
questions of general importan~e·a~d, on the other hand, afford wid~r exper-
ience on the basis of which to·master the economic processes of 'converting 
steels of this degree of strength, to reinforce the confiderice·of those who 
( ... -
work the ste~l 1 and to open up new ways of utilizing steels. 
It is' accordingly proposed that testing materials be ~ed consisting 
of two ordinary fino-grained structural steels with a minimurn limit-elonga-
tion value of 480 N/mm2 for a thickness of 30 ~. ~ne havi~- a chemical 
camposition based on Ni-V~ nonnalized and tempered at delivery-, and the other 
with a chemical composition based on C~o-.. B,- quenched and. softened in their 
as-delivered condition. These two steels should reach the following minimal 
·values with regard to their mechanical properties at ambient temperature: 
.. , 
•• ,1. 
·' 
'~ r ,,,, 
\.' 
' " 
' 
'I,' 
~ 
i' 
~ .~ (,,_t I , ' '" , 
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steel Heat Elongation Tensile .Elongation Impact stre~h 
Trea.toent LiLJit Strength a~ break Longitudinal Transversal 
For 30 mm ~iokness (L • 5 d ) J J 
(N/mm ) 0 0 
A 900°0/ . ,. '. .. 
aid0 
+600 0 '400 560 17 51 31 
.. 
B 9oo°C/ 
wates 
+650 c 480 560 17 63 39 
.. 
Identical testing materials will be available in sufficient quantity 
for the studies to be perfomed within the framework of the British Steel 
Corporation's research project. 
(a) pevelw,ent o_f pew s.r.aA~! 
( 1 ) ~ork pr,ol?o,sed b;t VDEfl 
The use of high-strength weldable steels is gaining in importance in • 
. i*e construction of superstructures and bridges, of cranes and p_ressurized 
tanks, as well as in the t~chnique. of off-shore drilling. At present, 
there is a preference for using fine-grained steels, Which, when normalized, 
have minimum elongation limit values of u~ to 500 N/mm~. Nevertheless, the 
~ecessity of haV'ir.tg weldabl.e steels available mioh, for such a ~igh strength, 
have ~ven better hardness is becan~ng urgent.. In .&:ddition, 1n numerous 
stee·l•using fields there is a growing interes~ in fine-grained, weldable 
struc.tural steels of greater. strength ~icl;l., however, have not suff'ere<t a:n:y 
appreciable decrease in hardness. 
. ' ' 
This con~:tion seems. capable. ~ b.eing fulfilled if the stee+s are first . 
quenched in water or oil and then tempered. The increase in strength, by 
acting on the structures, has the particular advantage that a high level of 
hardness is also obtained. 
During the quenching and tempering treatment, however, account must be 
taken of the fact that the strength properties depend more on plate thickness·· 
than in the case of' noma.lized steels. The effect of the plate thickness is 
related to the fa.ct that ad.equa.te quenching and tenpering ~e only obtained : 
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on the parts of the section "t"-rh.ere the abrnpt cooling of the surface by 
the quenching liqUid still permits an adequate cooling ratea With increas .. 
ing plate thickness, complete through hardening folloued by tempering can 
' . 
only be ·achieved if there is a 'high alloying eler.1ents content. On the 
other hand, however• the content of carbon and alloying additives is limited 
by the degrees of weldability required. 
We are thus faced here with two contradictory requirements 1\hich• 
having regard to the desirable p::ate thiclale'sses, necessitate the m<:mu-
facture of steels of opt.imun cLem.:! . .)al cOElposition. In the present state 
of knowledge, it would be advisable to stud\)~' the ·influence of the content 
of carbon, chranium, molybdenw, nickol and vanadium. . It seer.J.s both 
indispensable and urgent to ~~dertake systematic research along these lines. 
It is proposed that w'i thin the framework of this researcf: pr:J&Tamme 
studies be performed on three experimental batches with three different basic 
compos;tions having progressively modified co~yents of molybdenum and 
vanadium. 
This involves carrying out research, within a thickness range between 
· '· ·10 and 60 mm, to .. fi.nd e; class of products wh'ich will m<?Jce it possible t.o 
comply with· the new requirements fJ.~co the ecortOOl.ic standpoint. The main 
"'..... r. 
requireu1ents are: an increase in the tensile strength properties (an 
.. ·elast.ic' lir.d.·t" of 6o; .. tfo k.gfmn2 is aif.1ecl at), better re:s:i.~tari.'ce to embrityle-
·ment, better fatigue resistance and greater ease of working, especially in 
vlelding. 
The proposed research is divided into three phases: 
- First of all, study will be made of the characteristics of ·a 
quenching fac·iJ.ity 'operating in a laboratory and enabling proCI:w.ct's· 
to be obtained which meet the tolerances defined by the standards. 
.. Th~ second phase will,. consist in using ,20 kg experimental castings to 
.. . . . . .. . 
understand the developoent of tensile characteristics and also service 
. prope~ies fTUCh as .brittleness and weldabilityo 
-· The last phase will· require the indu.strial production of a small 
number of castings for the characterization o£ these grades, in order 
to verify the quality of the sim~ations, and a study in depth of the 
service properties. 
( ! 
' , 
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The research will be performed mainly in the laboratories a.nd work-
shops of the Oreusot pla.nt, particularly a.s regards steel production and 
platooa.k.ing. Plenty of equipment is available in· the laboratory for all 
fields of the research under consideration. The laboratory specializes 
in th;e stud;y of struotural steels a.nd their various uses. If necessary, 
assistance can .be ·X.equested fraJ. the ~phy a.nd Unieux research centres for, 
certain special investigations such a.s electron mioro.soopy. 
III. O,Pilf,(,ON o/ 1:HE ,C,q.1MITT~~ .OF EXPERT,S 
After examination by a. sub-oanmittee of experts a.nd bY the Iron and 
Steel Technical Research Ca:nmittee {CRI'), it was decided to make this 
project a top.priority in a collective programme a.nd to propose it for 
~~ financial aid. 
rv. P,URAT,ION; .. ~. COffil Ql! T~ WORK - PROPOSJ!11?. 'fi]:lANJIAL fJ.D 
This collective programme (P 050), with the title !'Industrial-
develognent of high-strength steel plates of medium thickness", will be 
implemented over a period of three years. 
The breakdown of the budget will be. as follows: 
Total Budget Duration Financial Aid 
(Years) 
% A!nou:nt 
BOO 'f. 210,894 3 60 "£ 126,537 
CS1 Lit 142,280,000 60 Lit 85,3681 000 
VDEh Part A 1M 867,500 '60 IM 520,500 
Part B 1M 716,400 60 1M 429,840 
Creusot-Loire F.F 2,337,500 60 w· 1,402,500 
V. swMARY 
To defend the CQlllllimity's position in world ccmpetition in the field 
· · of producing and utilizlng ~igh-q'l.lality steel plates (quenched and tempered· 
steels), the Camnission of the European Canmunities<·intend.S to ~cord 
fina.n<?ial aid, under Arti9le 55 ( 2c) of. the 100~ Treat~,. for a. research 
. progr~e ,in this field., 
' 
. 
\ 
\ 
' ~ 
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This programme w.lll be implemented by: 
-
2 (a) (1) \ ' - BSC 
-
2 (a) (2) 
-
0311 
2 (a) (3) 
-
VDEh 
-
2 (b) ( 1) 
-
VDEh 
-
2 (b) (2) 
-
Creusot-Loire 
The funds required to cover the ECSC contribution to the w0rk and to 
the costs of dissemination of in:'c::-r.1ation and incidental e,.._:pt::r~0;.t-.l.I'e are 
I 
estiiu.ated at 883,286 Uoa. 
' (' J ,._ 
... 
'' 
r 
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C OOIIIISSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN CCMMUNlTIES . JULY. 1974 
MEMORANDUM 
on moo financial aid, under Article 55 ( 2c) 
of the ECOO Treaty, for a research programme on 
"PHYSICAL l\fiDrALLURGY'1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The three proposals submitted for aid in this research field relate 
to~ 
- precipitation hardening steels; 
- structural and mechanical properties of low-carbon bainitio steels;. 
- c~rb~ization and decarburization of alloy steels. 
The first two proposals will provide valuable background information 
! 
on the influence of dispersion strengthening additions and of bainitic 
microstructures respectively that is needed for the further development at 
improved weldable high-strength steels. The third project deals with the 
carburization and decarburization problems that occur in case ~dening 
ste~ls:and in the heat treatment of constructional and various alloy steels •. 
II. NATURE AND AD4S OF PROPOSED RESEARCH 
Research on precipitation hardening steels has been supported by the 
Commission sinoe 1966 and this proposal :forms the basis of the third co-
operative programme i.n this field. The work to date has shown the value 
of dispersed phases on mechanical properties and it is now necessary to 
rationalise the use of these additives. A systematic study has been 
proposed to investigate the properties of a range of steels to examine the:· 
effect of such factors as composition with respect to interstitial content 
and microalloying addition and heat treatment. The proposed cooperative 
programme consists of five parts, to be carried out by the BSC, CHM, MPI, 
IRSID and CREUSOD-LOIRE respectively. 
I 
t 
' ' 
. ' 
···~ 2 .... 
1.1 ~~..§£ Prs>.J.~c~_ 
It is proposed to study high-strength structural steels over a range 
of carbon contents with a matrix composition of 1 .. 5% Manganese and corrt-
rolled additions of niobium (0.05 ... ().,.18 wt.%) and titanium (015 - 0.22 wt.%). 
In addition to examining the influence of austenitising tem~erature, 
the microstructural changes during hot rolling will be studied to assess 
precipitation ~d. grain-size changes, The effects of varying the cooling 
rate to room temperature after hot rolling will be investigatecl. 
Tensile and impact properties will be evaluated together 'idth a 
- -detailed -optical and electrometallographic study of the resulting micro-
structures. 
The ~ and heat treatments selected for investigation are expected 
to give properties required--in ·a;pplioa:t-ioos--~p high e-t-rength--str-ip-aJJ.d-. high 
gauge plat e. 
It is planned to study the effect of elements that form dispersoids 
on the mechanism of ductile and brittle fracture in structural steels. 
A series of carbon...manganese steels 1.-dth controlled additions of 
niobium (0.02- 0.03 wt.%) and vanadium (0.04- 0.08 wt.%) will be inves-
tigated. 
The experimental progremme will include:-
hot rolling and various the:rmal treatments to produce a. range of micro-
structures and ferrite grain sizes; 
• instrumented Chq.rpy impact tests to assess toughness; 
- tensile property evaluation; 
- optical and electron metallographis study using scanning efectron 
and transmission microscopes. 
The results should enable quantitative relat::j.ons to be established 
between microstructure (grain size, precipitate distribution) and tensile 
and impact properties. 
,, I ' 
, . 
. ) 
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' It is proposed to investigate two main aspects .of precipitate.beha.viour 
in steels: 
- to detemine the maxlmum con·t'ent of AlN, TiN· and TiC required for 
grain ·'refinEment and the ma.ximurii tenpera.ture 'at which grain growth 
ca.n be prevented; 
- to stud;y ~odel alloys to detennine .the mechanism whereby particles 
hind.er grain growth with the aim of evaluating the influence of 
various phases on grain growth. 
The experimental work will include a stuqy of carbo~anganese steel 
(Oo2 wt.'% o, 1.5 wt. %Mn) containing controlled additions of Ti, Aland 
N. .tn this way the influence of the ~ustenitising temperature on austenite·. 
grain sbe Will be investigated in a ra.nge of alloys containing varying 
amounts of TiN, AlN and TiC. 
A study will also be made of model alloys in t'lhich the austenite is 
· stable at roan temperature so that the role of specific precipitates on 
grain growth can be unambiguously assessed. 
•·. 
The proposed investigation will consist of two parts:-
- a study of the influence of elements that influence he.rdena.bility, 
such as molybdenum, on the precipitation of niobium and vanad.i'IJili 'in 
carbon-manganese steeis (O.t wt. % c, 1.4 wt. % Mn), together with a. 
stud;y of resulting mechanical properties a.nd 
,,, ., 
• a. study of the influence of copper (6.2- 1 .~. %) on the mechanical 
properties of o~rbon-.«nC!Xjg8Jlese steels to inclUde .an examination of the 
. -p~ecipita.tion mechanism. 
Subsequently, additions of elements which ~orease hardenability will 
' ~ 
be made, if necessary, to study the effe'dts of copper in bainitic and 
ma.rtensitic microstructures. 
The results already obtained have shown that the p:t-ecipitation of 
oarbonitrides ofv.anadium during the cooling of a carbon manganese steel 
( HMn 4 type) has a. maximum at. a. specific cooling ra.t e, 1 eading to a mixed 
ferrite-bainitic microstruoture. 
It is no,,r proposed to examine this phcnomenum further in steels of 
varying hardenability with or without additions of vanadium. Tho 
influence of other dispersoid-forming allo,ying elements, e.g., niobium, 
on kinetics of precipitation of these carbo-nitrides will be studied along 
with an evaluation of the resulting mechanical properties (tensile and impact 
tests). 
2. .~..t~.l'£'!-t.Nl!.rn.ecp.?..-nJ£.?-1 .. J2r'f.O£~r,:t.i ... e,~.~f ... .,\~arp?,,ll 
bainitic steels 
.... ~IJFJIIJ -~· 
During the course of the last ten years, much research has been 
carried out for the purpose of optimizing the properties of steels of 
ferrite-pearlite structure. 11 particular affect of the demands of welda ... 
bility and toughness has been to cause contents of carbon and alloying 
elements in this type of steel to bend downwards. 
In view of the importance of these demands, a joint research progranune 
has been dravm up by .JU>.BED, CBM and IRSID. 
The aim of this research is to develop some of the potential applica-
tions of lo~arbon bainitic structures in their various fields: tube 
plate, deeP"""dra.wing sheets, gen~ral-purpose weldable structural steels. 
2. 1 ·.~~.,2. . .!]131! 
The aim of the proposed stuey is to evaluate .the development structure/ 
mechanical properties relationships in connection with the morphology of 
bainite and bainite-martensite structures. 
In order to vary appreciably the fineness and morpholoerJ of bainite 
and bainite--martensite strttctures in the tharmame~hanical treatments 
laboratory will likewise have to be anployed. 
The programme includes three main sections: 
_,.' ... 
- characterization of the hardenability and bainitic conversion kinetics 
as a.function of the composition studied; 
- comparative study of the microst;r-uctures obtained under isothermal 
conditions, during continuous cooling and after thermamechanical 
treatment; 
... study as tempered of the behaviour of the. structures previously 
characterized. 
i" 
" . 
·' ... j. 
,.· 
J• 
·.! 
1,' ' 
.• 1 :: 
/' 
. !'. 
'I I . 
' 
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The basic canposition tP.ll be o'C the. type c-o.CJ7%, Mn-1.4%, Mo-0.51'o. 
The hardena.bility .will b,e m_odified by the addition of either or both of 
chromium a.nd nickal. up to 2%. 
A stu~ will be made of the effects on the fozmation Md prop~rties 
of bairute or acicular structures (with the exception of martensite} of 
· the foilowing factors: 
- the effect of a detozmation occurring before allotropic conversion 
during the final cooli!l€-down. Here two· aspects na.y be considered - · 
hot defamation (in the austenite phase), or cold defozmation before ~. 
reheating in the austenite phase; 
- the effect of the heating speed 'and the temperature reached. These 
two factors are capable of considerably modifying the condition of th~ 
austenite ( chEinica.l hanogeneity, dissolving of precipitate.~, grain 
she, work-hardening distribution, etc.); 
- effect of the cooling speed and the chemical canposition Of the 
steel. These tw6 factors are capable of being modified to sane 
extent in ·order to· allow the fezmation of the required bainitio 
structures. 
The basic canposition will be of the typo o~05o% max. • c, 0 .. 1% Mn 
and, Where applicable, 0.5% max. Cr and B. 
A low--carbon steel with -Mn-lillo-Nb mioh foms an acicular ferrite or 
bainite structure, and which is used for the ma.nufaoture of large-diameter 
tubes fran hot-rolled strip, will be studied. As in. the oase.of :long 
products, it will not be possible to exploit the possibilities offered by 
control_~ed cooling ~f coils. Various ways and means of achieving a high 
tensile strength will be studied: 
• as regards the Mn~~Nb basic formula, the incidence of increasing 
c~bon contents, ·a~os, 0.10 and 0.15%. will be examined; 
- As regards the lowest carbon content, an investigation will be 
cond~cted into the effect of the addition of B, either alone in 
' .,. :'. 
canbina.tion with titanium, whioh, wherG appropriate may replace 
niobium. 
- 6 , .. 
'"' ' ' ' 2.,~a;rbur.iaati.<;>J1 J2!',0CO!!.S.es. ,i,n S~ ee,~ .• s. cd::t~.fl.ea~. ,t.t,~,t,p,en;t • 
.,.~ . ' "' . .. 
Heat treatments have a decisive effect upon the grade· of many· steel 
types. 
Thus for the cas~.ardening gr,op.p of .steelE!, a high surface. hardnes.s 
with a corresponding core toughness .is increas~ngly achieved via gas 
carburization and subsequent direct :q~enching. Mention should (;!.lso be 
, made of the ha~dening and tempering of structural mar-aging steels and 
the hardening and solution heat-treatment of ·mar-aging steels. 
In all these technical annealing processes, reactions take place 
between the. gas phase and the steel which may engender t 0 sane extent 
desirable but to sane extent undesirable steel properties. · 
Carbon plays a dominant role in these interactions. 
By means of a controlled gas-metal reaction, it is possible to regulate 
the'quantity· and also the distribution of the carbon as· desired. As a rule, 
however, it is not sufficient to knowmer0ly the concentration where carbon 
diffusion is concerned. The carbon activity, as a function of the ·tempera-
ture and concentration of the other elements present, must als¢. be known. 
The purpose of this research is thus to establish exact working 
conditionft based upon thennocyn.at1ic parameters and. phase diagrams, for 
the heat treatments of various types and grades of steel. The resulte .. 
·should give rise to a better· yield and improved adaptation of steel ·to ·its 
service conditions. 
The research includes an investigation of steels with additions in>'.:.·. 
controlled amounts of the elements Ti, Nb, V, H, Cr and l~o. 
III. {)PINION OF THE CO.m:ri'TEES OF EXPF.Rl'S 
W*l'i: F. • ......... W tt .... .,h. 'C~-· .-n+ Ill t1 •• .....,. 
After examination by sub-oomrJittees of experts and by the Iron and 
Steel Technical Research Committee (CRI'), it was decided' to make these top· 
priority programmes and to propose them for IDOO financial aid. 
' - ., ,, ' 
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IV. JJU1UlTI~}\ AND Coot OF 1lnq jlORK • PROPO~ FINANCIAL .W!., 
I . 
Ref. Title of Research Duration Total Fina.noial Aid 
Years Budget 
" 
% Amount 
'p 0]6 Precipitation ha.rd- 3 1M 520,000 60 1M 312,000 
en!iJs,, · steels F.B 1' o, ooo, 000 60 F.B 6, ooo, 000 
I FF· 833,000 60 FF .499,800 
I FF 850,000 60 FF 510,000 
I t 83,750 '60 £ . 50,250 
p 105 Structure a.nd 3 l F.F 1' 100,000 60 F.F 660,000 mechanical proper- FL 3, 000,000 ' 60 FL 1 , 800, 000 ties of low-carbon : FB 5,000,000 60 F.B 3, ooo, 000 
bainitic steels 
p 106 l6tluence of alloy• 3 1M 243,500 60 IM 146,100 
ing elements on the 
carburiza.tion and 
decarburiza.tion of 
steels during heat~ 
treatment ·' . ' 
V. p_O!QLpSIONS 
The proposed ~esea.rch into precipitation hardening a.nd low-carbon 
bainitic steels will provide the necessary basic information required for 
the further developnent of these two important classes of high-strength 
structural steels', While steels based upon these strengthening mechanisms 
are 'alrea.~ used in a wide variety of engineering applications, thel'e is a. 
continUirig need to imprOve properties and to optimize canpositious; -parti-
cularly in weldable grades. The close relationship between t·heee two 
proposed studies is recognized a.nd it is envisaged that the work on both 
pr~ject~-will be closely co-ordinated~ 
The third proposal will provide a. better understanding of the carburizS~­
tion and deoarburization process which will be most valuable in relation to 
. the impX:ovE~Aent of both heat-treatment practice an~ the resulting _properties 
ot a. wide range of engineering steels. 
In view of the importa.noe of such potential developnents, the Canmission : 
of the European Canmunities plans to grant financial aid for this research 
under Article 55 ( 2c) of the JOOSC Treaty. 
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This work will be carried out by:• 
p C$6 
-
p 105 
-
p 106 ... 
BSC !Rotherham) 
CRM Liege) 
MPI ,DUsseldorf) 
IRSIJ) (Paris) 
CREUsor ... LOIRE ( Le Creusot) 
IRSIJ) (Paris) 
CRM (Liege) 
fJtBED (Luxelllbourg) 
DEUI' SCHE EDEL SI' AHL WERKE ( Kref el d) • 
The funds required to cover· the ECOO contribution to the work and to 
the costs of dissemination of information and incidental expenditure are 
estiJ::lated at about 744,359 u.a.. 
\ 
-· ' 
' I, 
C<EaSSION 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
MEMQRA.li'IDJM 
III-B/62.0/74-E 
Orig.: F 
on.!pSC financ~al aid, under Article 55{2c) 
of the lOOSC Treaty, for a research programme on 
"USES OF STEEL: !4ETAL STRUC'IURE5" 
X. INTRODUCTION 
The development of the uses of high elastic limit steels in metal 
structures calls for a definite effort to acquire a better knowledge 
of these steels for the purpose of achieving better performances in 
metai frameworks. 
Moreover, the question of thin walls in box girders and !-beams still 
tacks any systematic treatment at the international, or at least at 
the European, level_. 
On the theoretical side, the literature of the subject is ver,y 
extensive, but it can be classified under three main headings: 
- the German group, \ihioh, thanks to the work of Kloppel and his 
school, presents a vast collection of oases in the context of the 
linear theory of wall panels and stiffeners; 
- the .American group, exponents of the Balser and 'lhurlima.tln 
oalaulation method, Which tends to space the longitudinal 
rigidities of the walls as widely as possible; 
./. 
I 
' )' 
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- tha S·m~dish group, which has compiled rules enabling thin walls to 
be made without stiffeners with web slenderness ratios exceeding 300. 
II • NA'IURE JJID ADlS OF THE PROPOSED RESF..ARCH 
1 • The stress-strain diagram for metal frame't-rorks 
.- - - .... - ... - ........... - - - - ... - ~ .. - ... - - -
This coordinated programme comprises: 
(a) A theoretical study in the form of a numerical computer simulation 
of the behaviour of structures in·the elastoplastic zone. It 
consists of an approach by finite elements, account being taken of 
the residual stresses in the sections, for the purpose of deter-
mining the quantitative effects of the main parameters derived from 
the stress-strain di?gram on the plastic redistribution capacity 
of the stresses an~ on the instability behaviour of steel sections. 
!n addition, an experimental programme wi 11 be launched on a range 
of products with elastic limit/tensile strength ratios varying from 
0.65 to 0.90. The experimental part is aimed at verifying through-
out the theoretical study the validity of the models under inves-
tigation. 
(b) Study of the internction between the elastic limit/tensile strength 
ratio and the total plasti~ d~fo~ation in the:presence of 
polyaxial stresses. It should thus be possible to determine the 
minimum elongation-at-break requirements as a fUnction of the 
RefRr ratio and the stress concentrations in the vicinity of cross-
sectional reductions. 
./. 
I_, 
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The research consists in an a.r_a.lyticel study designed to analyse 
by computer the elastoplastic zone in perforated or notched plates. 
The experimental part is aimed at determining the tensile 
behaviour of rectangular plates containing stress-raisers. 
Different thicknesses and types of steel will be examined. 
As regards the theoretical aspect of the problem, the research 
pro~amme oomJrlses: 
(a) ~stematio collection of the more recent and significant theoretical 
works, in cooperation with all the countries concerned; 
... further theoretical study of post-critical behaviour w_i th a 
view to introducing; as in Sweden, regulations on ribless 
girders with thin webs for roofing structures which are not 
Sl;l.bjecteQ. to dynamic loads or to force phenomena. This process 
mey be extended to post-critical behaviour, and .this type of 
. application is at present being studied. 
(b) From· the experimental point of view, even thoueh ·a number of 
interesting studies exist (some of them alre~ considered ol&ssioala 
Aplerican, Swedish, Belgian), a more systematic study is proposed. 
This would be carried. out on standard well panels, and would 
embr~ce the following activities: 
- researc~ on the statio behaviour of the plane wall in the critical 
and post-critic~ range up to the point of collapse, after sin~le 
and combined stresses (respectively pure bending and bending plus 
shearing)• as a ftn1ction of its flexibility and initial 
configuration; 
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- evaluation of the effect of welded stiffeners (vertical and 
horizontal) on the linear and non-linear critical beha~~our and 
recording of the stresses in these stiffeners; 
-to experiment with new types of stiffener such as X-shaped 
indentationsr flnnged_holes, etc., which offer econom~c 
· advantages over the trad.i tional solutions even though they are 
limited to the field of very thin walls. 
III. OPINION OF THE COMMPITEES OF EXPERTS 
After examination by the Sub-Committee of Experts and the Iron and 
Steel Technical Research Committee (CRT), it was decided to make this 
a toP-priority project ar~ to propose it for ECSC financial aid. 
IV. DURATION AND COST DF T:H:E WCRK - FINANCIAL At.D PROPOSED 
......._...... ..-· -- ....,.. ._.. • r r 'II tr •,. er ....,. •...,.. 
; Ref. Research project 
. . 
t ' 
; P .11 Oj Stress-strain 
; j diagram of steels 
i for metal frameworks 
I 
I 
l 
Duration! j Total t 
. Financial aid. 
cos · 1 Jlroount 
I I 
I (1a) I I j 60! F1 2 640 OOOi 
I' 
p.136 j Optimiza:::~ of I 
I stiffeners in beams l I l'Ji th thin solid walls j 
I • I ~ 
2 yrs •FL 4 400 000 I . 
I 
2 yrs .Fl 200 000 
2 yrs Lit 40 950 000 
i' I 
i 
60 i Fl 120 .000! 
i I . 
I t 
6o I Lit 24 570 ooo1 j i 
.; . 
. ' . 
~~' ' ( • 1 
' ' 
Vo 
I . 
.. .. l'r ·' 
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CONOWS!ON 
"' ... • $ •• t 
. . 
In view of the importance of this research in promoting the use 
of higher-performance steels and of thin-walled beams in metal 
structures, the Commission of the European Communities proposes 
to grant financial ai~, under the terms of Article 55(2c) of the 
ECSC Treaty, for a research programme in this field. 
This programme will be carried out by: 
II(1a), p 100 : ARJ3ED, Esch sur Alzette 
!I(1b)1 p 110 TNO, Delft 
I!(2), p 136 : CISIA, Milan • 
. The fu:rl4s required to cover the ECSC contribution_ to. the work and to 
the costs of dissemination of information and incidental expend! ture are 
estima.t·ed at about 123:,637 u.a. ~· · 
... 
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on ECSC financial aid, under Article 55 (2c) 
of the ECSC Treaty, for a research programiJe on 
"DIRECT REDUCTION!Y 
About two-thirds of today's steel production is based on pig iron 
and about one-third on scrap. Apart from the increasing costs of 
metal~urgioal coke, scrap prices in particular are pushing up crude steel 
production costs. Consequently, growing significance is being attached.: 
to direct reduction as an alternative to the blast furnace. 
Due to the availability of primacy ~ner.gy sources, cl.irect reduction 
processes which use a solid reducing agent or are based on the conversion 
of solid fuels offer the best long~erm prospects in Europe. The SL/RN 
process is based on the use of unconverted solid fuel. 
To date, the SL/RN process has not been tried out on a.n industrial 
scale in Europe. Ex:isting plants in Brazil, South Africa ~d New Zealand 
use either a completely different type of fuel or special ores such that 
the results are not valid for European conditions. 
II. NATURE A11J) AIMS OF THE PROPOSED RESEliRCH 
.......... , Sl ... - ...... il ....... -· .. , J .. .... , ........... ._ ..... ~
In 1970 energy consumption in the European C~unity was 11 164 million 
toe~ The expected energy consumption for 1980 is 1,891 million toe. It 
should be remembered, however, that dependency o~ imports w.i.ll continue to 
-grow and'will even reach 98% for same energy sources (e.g. oil). 
·"·' 
\ 
., 
' ' \ 
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The proposed research is therefore designed to invest~te wheth-er 
highly volatile indigenous coal ca.n be used as a reduqirtg agent in the_ 
direct reduction process. Tho proposal is to use brown coa.l.from the 
Rhine area., the double advantage of which is its availability (55,000: 
million t) and its cost (approximately 1M 11/Gcal when dried and 
briquet ted). 
In preliminar,Y experiments whi~h were. oa.rried out in a. pilot plant 
by the Lurgi canpany in Fra.nkf'urt·, pell_etf!! and lump ore have been reduced 
with brown coal. From the .point of view of both the sponge iron quality 
and ene:rgy consumpti,qn the results we:re generally very encouraging. The 
" " .. •. 
results cannot, however, be extrapolated for a full-scale plant. 
There is now the opportunity for a full-scale trial ·usin8 the SL/RN 
rotary furnace belonging ·to ACOS FillOS PIRA Tm in Brazil which is desigo. 
_ned to produce 65,000 t sponge iron/year, as one of the associated ~elting 
plants u.Sed for steel--making is out of a.otion. 
Under the resoa.roh proposal, therefore, 2, 000 t sponge ircm sould be 
produced; the existing pellets would continua to be used but the :f'uel 
would be_ replaced by hi,ghly reactive brown coal briquettes fran the Rhine 
area. To produce 2, ooO t of ·sponge iron requires an experimental campaign· 
lasting fran fourte<m days to three weeks. In particula.p,, tha·following 
points should be investigated: 
1. The transportability of highly volatile brot-m coal. 
2. Metering i:.h~ coal in t4e rotary furna.oe. 
3. Maximum_, t~ou8hput to produee sponge ·iron at 93% metallization. 
4. Energy consumption in steady oper~tiori. · 1 · · · 
5. Fa-yield and decanposition behaviour of the coal and ore •. 
6. Desulphuriza.tion in the rotary furnace. 
7. Temperature and reduotlon profil~ throughout the f'l.lZ'r.la.Oe length. 
8. Waste gas and dust mea.sUX"ements •. 
9· Remcydation behaviour "of sponge iron produoed with higllly volatile 
reactive· ooa.l' durihg .. 'sto-rage, handling and transportation. 
The reduced pellets a.re to be finally melted down on a. "Contimelt" 
plant in Bous ( Saar area). 
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The results should also be interesting in connection with the use of 
other clleap highly volatile coals in direct reduction; · ·frorJ a.n econa:1ic 
point of view; ::English steem coal (approximate price ll·I 10/G cal) and 
l!!Ilerica.n low-ogracle coal (approximate pric~ Jl;l 15/G cal) are worth parti• 
cular mention. 
III. OPI1~1:0~.i OF THE Cct~UTTEillS OF EXPERI'S 
T$ r ........... q.t.... ....... I, ........... 11"if I' 
After examination by the Iroa and steel Technical Research Committee• 
it was decided to rJ.a.lce this a top priority project and to propose it for 
ECSC financial aido 
.........,.. .. ' • * ... I 
Ref, I Re search Duration Total Budget Fi!l.anoial J' ... id Years r---r %L Amount ~----~---~ P 146 t Use of 
f cUrect 
..__ __ L!~: 
J]~ 2,1 44,780 i 1' 286,868 brovm coal for 1 60 ( IM 
reduction in a 
plant 
v. SUJ\IlMA "ttY 
............. .._,.... 
Due to the growing shorta~e and increased cost of coke and scre,p the 
direct reduction process is becoming more and more sig11ificant. 
In this context a.n investigation should be carried out to ascertain 
vJb.ether cheap indigenous energy i.e. 1 bro~m coal can be used in the sr./RN 
process. 
The total energy consumption is estimated at 4.6Gcal/t sponge iron. 
If the waste gas is exploited, e.pproximately 114 12 to 13/t can be recovered 
(based on Europeanhcations). 
The Commission of the European Communities recommends this research 
for supply and ener~J policy reasons and proposes financial aid under 
Article 55 ( 2c) of the EXJSC Treaty. 
,. ~ . 
''' 
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'l'he r~se~roh l,a. t.o ·be. coordinated· by tiannearna.nn AG, Diis.Eleldorf. 
Direct reduction test a' a.re to. be~ carried ·out in Brazil by the ACOS FINOS 
PJll,A.Nl';tNI Camparzy· and sponge iron meltin<s tea·~s by the Bous Steel e.nd· Tube 
Wor~ on the Saar. . .. 
The funds required to cover tho l!;:COO .e>ontribution to the W9rk a.nd to 
the costs of disscmi:na.tion of infonnation a.nd incidental expenditure are 
est~ated at 411,~67 u.ao 
' ' . ~' 
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